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SUPERVISOR'S HANDBOOK

. * *4

This handbook is based upon a training model (Reisman-

''

'.

Sholick, 1978) directed toward preparing regulai classroom and
.

. 1

special edudation teachers to teach childreil wigf:special educa-
, ..

. e

. .

- tion needs who are placed in regular classroom settings.
, .

The
.

'A 'thisare our comp6nents of this model:. Knowing: Diagnosing,
'' .

Developing, and Bridging. These Tour,cOmponent's rep"regent.
.

"strands which serve asthe structure for this handbOokr They
o

format of the handbook is organized by modules. Each module
'

.ineludes some or, all pf the-allowing components: the major

-strand, a brief introduCtion-,-,g(jals, objectiv'es,"inStructional

activifies%'reSources f further study, and avaluation,hctivi-
.

ties. .It should be note that `within each inistructionalmodule

the' components KDDB, will.be.differentially applied. -

ModUles are directed to developing the. following compe7.
, . .

z, /-
, teocies: .

4 .

c, .
1 .

I. Demonstrate knowledgebase regarding generic
0 R

.

factors of Iliunan development th.a.t inflUenCe .. 4

t

ealrning. (knowing) .

1

II. Use.re,levant information in planning edliea-

"tibnal experiences for regular claSsroom and

Special education teachers: (bridging)

.III. Demonstrate stfategies fo;- facilitatingco--.

operative teaching ;relationships among regular

and special educators'. (deVeloping)

Demonstrate. creative problem 'soli/Ingo skills.

(developing)

. 6
...

4.



V..Demonstrate diagnostic supervisory strategies.
.1, ., v

-:
-..g.

(diagnosing) -
..

:

.

1

IJ

Serve as a member op art IEP team engaged in

/*
writing individual educational programs (IEP),

(bridging)
, -. -.. 1 , %

'TH. Serve in a continuing eddcation rolefor

school district regarding claifii,tation of.

legal
ands

educational aspectS.'of edacating

,exceptipnal tudentsbridging) .0 .1
.

r

:.
It is assumed tha general comp9tencies relating to super-

%

l' i

vi'sory behavior are p erequis4te to this training piogram and a

.* . . .- .

are therefore not indluded. . Huever,.., attention will &e given
. .

_where tile nature Of the task of preparing teachers for main-

streaming children into regular Oassrooms gdeS bexond traditionalc

education prograft for supervisors.-
.. .

.'

y

.1

Andrew L. Shotick, Divis:!on,for the
Education of.E4ceptional Children,
Univeisity of Georgia

Fredricka K. Reisman; Division of.
ElementaiyEducation, University
of Georgia
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Suggsted Considerations for Instruction

i:In the development of this program it was not presumed

,

thatl,paTticipants would necessarily study all or particular

modules. Rather, .the moduJes were conceived of as a unitan7

body of kdOwledges and competencies arranged to providb a
. N.

sequential.rlow of study through to clonre. It is recommended

that upe of these modules. be made selectively..:It is most. .

important, however, that though a. priority be identifiqd among,J
the qattertmoduTes, the --articipants have the knowledges and'.

competencies inalUded in all prevjous modules,.e.g..creative
.

problem solving,skills (IV) are' necessary, t6 serve ag a member
. f

1'

o anIEP team (VI)..
1 . ,

,Thoserparticipating as studebts in these modules during .

. . ,

.field testing were from various educationaljevel backgrounds
,/ . .

(all graduate),- experience- backgrounds (teachers, supervisors;

4
administrators), and education providing levels (elementary,

middle, and.secondary schools). To. meet the differing 12,ackgrOunds

. . -
and needs twp recommendations are made:

. ,-, .1"'N
c 0

.1. H ve the.particIppts reheihe entire Module at the . '

A .
1

o outset of. the instructional*situation'and.then disciiss
IS

(a) the goals and objectives as stated in the, module, .

t .

.
(b), goals.and objectives as perceived by the studehts,:.

..,

.
.

.

.

(c4 agreement and disagreements, then identify
L

pi'iority elements on the basis of knowledge and. need.

G. Where particieants did not, identify their goals,,, or

thosd most salient direction durink,ini-Oruaion was
bit

more difficult to maintain.

8 I
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2. Very early in the nstrudtion provide ariexperience

:4

. . . . .

for the 'express purpose of establishing a commonality"
. I

.., for the group.,through the useof a participating
/ 4

actiOity or_media presentation .such as film, filmstrip'
, .

audio cassette, etc-
. :

These modules wire field tested through.:presentation as

-taff Development, Units; not ..ollege, credit instruction.. These

undts were required for continuing-certification for someparti--._

Cip.Onts but pot for others., All, however, selected these
# t

particular, ones either as most meaningfua for them from those -'

available or as a pure free choice, instruction was_provided',

,. during 3i hour periods at the erica of a school day. If was;pfound

,t,

thvt the use of i nstructional aids such as films, audio- 'tapes,

.transpurendie8, or questions duplIcated and placed in the hands

Ofithe partl:cipants not aliply helped est%blish a-,commonality as
. A

stated earlier but stimulated greater participation than did

45
verbal'oplY presented material. 4

,The instructional resources selected for rise in these
z.

,

modules are those which ttie writers copsrdered most appropriate'

from those with which they were familial'. 'It is redognized that
.

there is.k...Elde aqtay'of such nesoUrc..s avvIable and selection
-

, .

should remain the prerogetlye_of_the specific educational pi-ovider.

r
.4
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Module I

Knowledge of Generic Factors that Influence Learning*

-4

STRAND: Knowing

INTRODUCTION:

Why should system levrl personnel be concerned with

normative growth and development, differences' from the norm,

and with curriculum development?

As supervisors, we are constantly made aware of teachert'

needs to select relevant and appropriate learning experiences for

students. In the same way, supervisors must be able to draw 4on

bertain,skills, knowledge, and abilities in order to support
a

teachers' efforts.

This module will enable you to examine three' clusters of
,.- . 4

generic factors which influence learning. In addition; you

will be able ,,to select from among, the -knowledge presented the'

relevgnt and salient information leded'for the sOport
,.. .

teacher& in particular situations. \ .
r

,

The knowledge of generic factors influencing lelrning will

...s----

thelp yeti as a supervisor to diagnose'..peeds among teachers, to
, .

.
.

develop activities Or strategies -by which Jeachers develop skills

#. .%
\

- to facilitate learning, and to proVide bridging Ativities through

which teachers are enabled to applsr skills.

term generitf-act-ors- simply means_thatilvewill be talking

. .

..about groups ot similar facGors influendIng learning: We yin be
.

,:.

..., i

-,-./ :--

.t r

-

,

r

a,.
. , .

.

,

*Thili module was developed with the aid, of Ms. Mary Allison
b.-. .-,

a
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4

4

f

A

at intellectual/factors, physical factors, And social
/

a(Id emotional factors and considering wayg in which these factors

influence learning. The following examples may help you under-

15p,nd generic influences!
.

Mrs. David's class, is fairky_typical,of fifth grade classes

everywhere. tlf\the twenty -eight students, five are able to
- -

.
1Attend for only short peiiods ot 'time and need help in compre

.

- hending new or .com,plpx Wefts. Three siudents,however,grasp
. ,

. .

.:-.-

. . ,- . -

idea6 very quickl
717

.and go dh
.

togeneibte more ideas,-pose new_

'
, , _..

'problems. Some of Mrs. David's stud en s can work quitendepen-
.

.
.dentlyi'others need ±requent reinZorc ent and monitOlng.- '

, . .

The physical classroom is'arranged so itat.Samwqp't be

distracted brthe nose of o

those students_working toge
-! .

productive chatter.4n continue.

hers as le marks on 'attending. For

,er, there is an area in which theiz
.. . , ....

Mary, who is hearing impaired,

."

seems to dre easily since she must,be constantly 4ert1and not'.she
. .

i miss important cues: Mrs. David sees to it that the amount and
A

time. factdrs are adStisted for. Mary.

Most df the class seem able to pick up some important learn-
'

1

4

.ing incidentally, (through reading, listening 'and observing), but

-:there are ?. few who need important directions or concepts.

lighted: Mrs DaVid may 1;nderline'workbooks or be sUrethat'her

verbal and written instructions s.and discussions are understood.
. f

Y

Mrs David is aware that social and emoticnalAdjusttent

are important factors influencing learning. Sarah and 131.atr

mildly retarded andexperience special difficulty. in,gaining

acceptance since they frequently leave the room for'spedial help

. f ,
&
41.

1 2%
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in-speech and language. Sarah and Brian c4.1 work equally

with others in,Mrs. David's class and success in learning is .

4

'enhancing their self esteem.

Generic :factors influencing-learning are important as

we learn to view exceptional learners as we would any student

in'any'class.1 Mary's hearing impairment is seen less as a

barrfer to learning than a cue to Classroom ijiterventions to

be made. Her behavior, not her label, suggests instructional

strategies.

This module has een developed to enable You to demon-
. 'strate a broad, in-depth knowledge regarding generic

factors of human development tl)a.t influence learning.
4

J.

GOAL: Demonstra,te knowledge base regarding gelleric

factors of 'human development that influence learning.,

OBJECTIVES:.

1. To give evidence of knowledge concerning normative

growth, developmenand performance to which that

of exceptional students can1--"mfoaied.

2. To give evidence of knowledge concerning

from normative growth, Aevelopment and performance

which exceptional students show.

' 3. To gilie evidence of icnowledge concerning the influence

3

of the generic factors of intellectual and learning

abilities, physical performance, and social and emotion-

-4.

al considerations on learning.

Identify the key points of a ma)or theory of development
A

for each o'I the areas of intellectual, and learning

behaviors, physical performance, and social and emotion-
)

al'adjustment.

`13
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5. Describe normative development as delineated by each
.11

theory.

N..

t6. Demonstrae skill in identifying differences frbm

normative growth and development ineach of the areas -

of intellectual and learning behaviors, physical (%

- performance andsocial and emotional adjustment.

Gener c Facts and Exceptiorial Learners

When considering the generic factors influencing,Jedrning.-'%

(intellectual and learning factors, physical ,considerations and

social and emotional considerstions) it is important to under-

stand the interrelatedness of specific characteristics of generic

factors. For instance, achild with a congenital and debilitat-

ing heart condition (chronic health problem) may develop both '
4

psychological and,social difficulties. As a result-of a. .

diminished self concept, the child may experience learning diffi-

culties. His inability to play°as other children-may caise

social development difficulties. When planning for such a 31iild'

it is of critical importance that not only his primary disability

be accounted for but that consideration be given to social,

personal, physical and-intellecteil factors.

Let's look at each-of-Our areas of generic factors influenc-

ing leatning and some ways in which exceptional learners are

aftecteW. Remember as we focus our attention for the moment on

disabilities, that exceptional learners are more like other

children than unalikeand through.labeling of a disability that

we accentuate a difference.

.14
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Physical Factors.
)-

. I

A physically. 'or orthopedically handicapped Child has-
,

definite and distinct physical abilities.nd-limitations.
,

_

Piageian theory tells us that "the three essential variables
4

responsible for development in general and for the information

offlmental functions in particul'ar are:
JR;

1. The maturation of the nervous system,

2. Experienceg in intevactionwith physiCal ity, and

3. The influenoe of the social ehvironment."

Reid: A.)

Mutts, Rolf E. "Jean Piaget's cognitive theory of development"
. r

in Theories-of AdolesCence. New York: lhdlim House, 1975. 1--

Physical limitations%of any sort, are potential inhibitors

of'developmenr. A passive, shy or withdrawn child may be under-

"stimulated and miss interactions while a -hyperactive, overstimu-

lated child may miss important interactions because lack-of

ability to attend. The blind child or the deaf child May,

because of environmental. factors, have fewei opportunities'to

explore and therefc4e interact with the environment: The

5

physical sensory 'impairmen t may not be the only physical factor
. 4

affected_ One must also consider' opportunity and motivation for
, .

interaction.
.

In motor development: the mildly ietarded are more like

average children but still shOw lags in motordeveldpment. Fine

motor control is often delayed. The more seriously retarded

the'child, the lower*,will be the level of motor proficiency'

,.



The mildly retard ed-chilt.in the regular classroom can gain
..

much0from physical education in terms of social and personal'

development. Improved feelingslof self wortlygnay indeed lead

. to improved classroom behavior and academic functioning althoughA

'academic gains will not nedesArily result fr.= remedial physi:-4

cal edtiCation.

,Wrman's pioneering studies with the gifted show advanced
(7-- 0'

. (.

early development for the gifted group studied. They also

exhibit'better general health than other groups. It wouldbe

foolish to assume, However, that )all gifted chil dren are healthy

with'20/20 vision and potential:olympic medalists. Helen Keller

was deif arid blind-and the great violinist Pearlman'is ortho- /'

pedically handicapped. Probably the greatest injustice done to

giftedyciUngsters' in schools today is to assume that thed

intellectual 'smperiority will protect and rescue them from human

needs of belonging, self woik7-and-heaLt1L and_safety.

Although a great'deal of attention4ilas been" given to the
r.-

remediation ofMOtor.deficiency in young.children, little atten-
;

Von has beeri given-to general physical needs within a classroom.

In some Classrooms "in seat" behavior has become and end in

itself. C'ertainly, students need to learn ow to' attend to task

and be have in an, orderly manner,-but simply sitting in a desk,
_ ,

plodding through monotonous or impossible (intellectual factors)

seat work will do little to 'reinforce the desired behaviors. On

oc4sion, one might even consider allowing children a trip to

the restroom even when we know they only want to leave the room.

long as 'they won't disrupt others, a walk down the hall and

16
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back just. might refresh the mind' Better yet--discover special

`:places studenXs can go Vo,when physical needs deMand movement.

Social-Emotional-Personal Factors

Thefact of physical integrations, or mainstreaming, does
0

not necessarily result in social integration. A mildly retarded

child cam usually participate at some level in all 'Classroom ,"
4

activities butof all groups they siiffer from the most peer

rejection. In ,terms of intelligence and'functio ing, thdy
A

. often are like slow learne .not labeled as
2
retarded, but the

mr.dly retarded may exhibit aggressive behavior or have other .

undesirable characteristics which result in rejection. Teacher
, I,

.

'and peer expectations also play a role in)social.acceptance.

.Children who fee % cepted and safe within the classroom'environ-

ment generally exhibit mord socially aebeptabllie aviors.

The psychological need for safety.is evident' 'n the reactions

of
.

some children within a classrooM,situotion. A hard of hearing

child needs the safety of predictable cues and events, and' needs

, .

to feel safe within the-community of the classroom. The' diabetic

\t

child may view the world as threatening and harmful and do poorly ,

. ... , . :. ..- -.....

'in school despite above avera0 intelligence.

Social and emotional factors acting singly or in concert

with any-other factor (intellectual or physical.),'can be
.

evidenced in academic fuhctfoning abberadt behaviop)or through

physical indicators such as a 'return to early (safe) develop--
A

mental levels in speech or motor behavior:

ate
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ANSTRMCTfONAL ACTIVITIES:

Activityol: Read tile following 5.1rtibles.
-

Anastaslow, Nicholas-J. "Human developmept and the process
of education", ie-Lane, Ailene (ed:T. Readings in human
growth and development of the exceptional individual.

. Guilford, Connecticut: Special Learning Corporation,
pp. 3-11:1979_

.Muns,4tiolf E. ,"Gesell's theory of deVe1opmeni", in Theories
of Adolescence. New York: Random House, 1975. 4

Maslow, Abraham. Motivation and Personality. New York;
'Harper and RoW, 4954: 0

Case,-Robbie. 4116iaget's theory of child development and its
mplications." Phi Delta Kappan, 55, 1, September 1973,
20-25.

Erikson, Erik_fl.: Eight Ages of Man. New Yol.k: W. W. Norton,
Publishers, 1950.

The article entitles "Huthan Development and the Process of

Education'l provides an overview o' several important theories

of development. :

It.treats Piaget's theory of cognitive development and a

contrasting theory of cognitive developthent, that of Gagne,_

a.behaviorist. A short section-on language acquisitiondis
4

4included to this critica dnelopmen/al, behavior. The section

on-affective development relates to the generic factors of

'social and pereonal :development.
. .

.

t 0

Following the article,are four additional selections. One

8

4,

rates thd developmental theory of Arnold Gesell. The second

/. .

',..,
.-

presents a hierarchy df need4s developed by Abraham Maslow.
,

. 1
.

The'thtrd and fourth readings are more comprehensive disbussions
. . . ,

W .
a 4. .

ofPiagetand Erikson.

a

p.
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There is a gregt deal of information presented to you n'the .

readings on growth anddeveloPment. Thfs information provides

the knowledge base frpm which you will be able to do two immpor--

tant things.

1) You will be ajale 'unaersta nd and

meptal milestones inehild development

gnize develop-

2) You will be able to select salientA relevant information

with which to asst teachers plan learning experiences

for children.
c

31

A summary of each theory and its educational implications

is. provided to assist your' understandings.

A

Activity 2:

. 1

` 1) Seler some periods during the day when you may observe

chlrbehavior (playground; etc.).

2) In the left column write down an observed behavior

(e.g., sin abacus to count).

3) categorize the'behavior into one of 4 Piagetian stages.

4) Categorize behavior using one of the following.theQries:

1

a) Erikson , 1

b) Gagne ..-

c) Gesell -
...

3

\
400..d) Maslow . 4

.41

19
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'Activity -3: .

.Read pp. 46-73.in Meyer'', Edward L. Exceptional Children ind
4

Youth' An Introduction.. Denver" bove Puhlishir- Cd., 1978.
.1.. 1

You may Iead more if you wili: ,N.,,

.

- \

These brief descriptions are-given as a means to introduce .4

you to the types of children consid red-to be educationally,
.

. .

exceptional*
...A

They are not intended t( provide a system for arbi-
r

. .

,trary categdrization of .children without regard to inditridual
( % . . ,

abilities. 'Following these brief descriptions will be additiOnil

a,Cliviticps designed,td.increase your awareness of generic' factors

influencing learning.'
, a

ictiity 4:

Use the film series "Like You, Like Me" fronrEncyclopedia

Britannica, Educational Corporation, 425 N.`)"lichigan Avenue,

Chicago: Illinois 60611, Dept': 10-A.

This activity serves three functions. First, it will serve

to reinfOrce and add to your knowledge of exceptional leatners.

second, It will Provide you-with a.means by,Wych tDiassist

classroom teachers develop an understanding of exceptional
. a

learners, and thiAd, it will provide classroom teachers with a

.

resource to use lntheir classes. "
. .

1) View to 10 six,-Minute films in the series.:11Like You,

Like Me".
. .

2) Prepare a workshop for teachers. The .purvose of the

t. %
'workshop is to increase awareness and understanding,of

exceptional learners.
. ,

3) Write out. your plait in. detail
.

4) Plan for.evaluation of the workshop.

4
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5) Be sure to incorporate into your plan some skills
.

't

and 'techniques foi .t eachers to take, back to ,the class-
.... It

room.: 1

Activity 5: .

obserVations which you make can be useful in assisting

:teachers undertand'generic factors influencing learning. You

-can also help teachers become astute observer%.6f child behavior.

.

4 By focusing on behavior and not lin a label
t

Or dia4nosis, pro -:). '

gramming for exceOtiorial learners can be approached' in the dame
4,

manner as Instructional programming is approachedfor ahy Child.

1) Scheduie'a time when yoecan visit.a, classroom to

obserye'a child. t
V

1 4
AV. . 1".''

2) After you Have been in the classroom for a few minutes,'

choose which child to observe.

3) Using the enclosed Behavior Observation forms observe

a child for ,a 2Q ntnutg period.

4) Write down 4 or 5 behaviors and categorize them according

to generic factor most influential. An example is on

your fa7m:

d - 5) Following your observation, write down _some things you

V

;11

.
learned about the child you observed.

6) Obserxe 3 children. One each from primary/elementary

middle grades aria hig h. school.

7) You do not -need 'to observe apt, exceptional child. Simply

choose any E)
.

4.7

tikt
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Child's Name

Grade Level

*A.

f

4
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%
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.
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. " .
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.

.
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.

.

.

0 .

-

?!.

I learnet the following things about frop this observation

23
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Maslow's Theory of Motivation

t

According to Maslow, human needs are.organized in a

t rierarchy. As One level of need is sntisfied,in higher, level

appeal's for satisfaction, Maslow,discussqs man as a'perpetually-
v.-

wanting animal. All

.

/kleds are related to the state of satisfac-

tion or dissatisfaction of other drives. None ear tr4ated

as if isolated o'r disbrete. Gratification of a need permits ,
1

the emergenceof higher-level motivations.

Maslows-hierarchy of motivation is ks follows:

. 1. PHYSIOLOGICAL NEEDS

Examples are hun ger, chemical a nd hormone balance, thirst,

sleep, sex, and taste. .A person deprived of everything (pri"soners

. or war victims, abandoned children) would be motivated to satisfy

phySioldgicatneed ,All energies of the body would go to

satisfying this need.

2. SAFETY NEEDS

In children, indications of the safety need can be seen in

sick
* childreq who may become fearful and regard. the world as

unsafe.. Maslow feels that most Children prefer a world which' is

predictable and orderly. In the adult, emergency situationA

bring out safety needs.

0 3. LOVE NEEDS

At this need level the sense of belonging and warm relation-
,

ships with others is predominant. This need encompasses both
.

andreceiving love.

4
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4. ESTEEM NEEDS

'tot

-Maslow classifies theseneeds into two sets:

1). a. a desire for. strength

b. 'a debire for achievement

c. a desire for confidence

d. a desite for independence and freedom

2) .a. a desire for-reputation or prestige

.b. a desire for recognition
- .

c. a desire fOr attention

d. a desire for in ortan4 -

e. a desire for appreciation 4.

'
15.

As esteem needs are satisfied the person feels'capabl*.z-and

self confident. If their needs are not satisfied feelings of

',inferiority and weakness result.

5. .SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEED

For Maslow, self-actUalization refers-to the desire for

self- fulfillment. Self-actualization emerges as a need upon the

fulfillment of the lower needs.

In addition ,topthe five levels of need, Mailow points out

.that our intellectual capabilities assist in need satisfaction

and any thwarting of them will be a threat to need satisfaction.

Man reacts as if attacked when deprived of freedom such as to

sppak or to learn. C`''

Maslow suggests that mans desire to know .and to understand

possibly are the. bases for a cognitive hierarchy. These 'desires

are parVof basic needs al.ne yet seem also to be,a higher level

in the.baiic,need hierarchy.

26
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--Li
One of-the post important La.-Jof a supervisdr is to be

.aware of the basic needs of teachers and to provide assistance

And support as certain needs become proponent and demand

satisfactionjoefore higher level functioning can appear How

effertive will be a teacher who f,els inadequate (esteem) and

approaches each dity with dread (psychological safety)?

Activity:

COmpetency: Knowledge

Purpose: To become familiar with M4slow's hierarchy-of need

as a means of supporting and assisting teachers

Procedure:

working with mainstreamcd students.

1. Using the enclosed formiThriefly describe an

intervention/activity which a teacher might empjby

in consideration of Maslow'S hierarchY.-

2. Incorporate these ideas into consultations and

workshops with teachers.

3. Use additional paper for your ideas if ypu wish.
-

Evaluation: The completed forT PI activities/interventions. A
4

report of the use of those suggestions with teachers -.

-Which have you (;bserved )n action?

ita
27,
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MASLOW'S HIERARCHY OF NEED

K-2
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Theory

- PiAget

Capsule SumMaTy Educational Implications

Children think differently%from adults.
The child learns from .interactions with his

.
word and from his actions upon his world.-
P.iaget proposes five stages of development:

1) Sensori-motor
2) Preconceptuil Thought
3) Intuitive Thought
4) Concrete Operations
5) Formal Operations

.

Selection of material according to
leVel of development. Use of interactive.
modes of instruction indicated. Develop-
Ment cannot 12e substantially accelerated
by instruction but cognitive growth within
developmental limits can be accelerated by
teaching Piagetian concepts through guided,
learning experiences. ,A Piagetian curricu-
lum would emphasize the local process of
thiRking and problem solving

Gagne Children reipbpd to environmental
stimuli. Reinforcement is central to. the
theory. Gagne bPlieves that leatning is
seauential-ana hierarchical. The steps

-

are:
1) Signal Learning
2) 'Stimulus- response Learning
3) -diaining
4) Verbal Association'
5). Multiple Discrimination
6) Concept Solving
7) Principle Learning
8) Problem Solving-

Skill of the trainer (teacher is of
paramount importance. Application of be-
haioral techniques (reward desired behav-
ior. ignore the undesired) to teaching.
Gagne's eight instructional elements, sug-
gest an instructional sequence for units
of instruction

Gesell',
.1

29

Gesell tWo factors- accounting for
individual differences:

1) The Genetic FaCtors of individual
constitution and innate maturation
sequence, and

2) The Environmental Factors ranging
from home and school to the total
cultural setting (Gesell, A. et al.,
The First Five Years of Life, New
York: Harper, 1940).

Other writers refer to these factors
as capacity avd.experience. \I

A most important educational consid-
eration is the concept of gradient of
development. Children may plateau at high
or low points of development and there may
be a return to earlier le.vel of.function-
ing. Downward gradient provides he
developing body a time to rest integrate
skills.

An understanding of this concept.

30
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i n 1 Implications_

4Gesell

. '

,..

:1 a

.

(cont.
.e

.

.

.

_ ......_

. .
.

.'Development takes place in sequen-
tial patterns. The child progresses,
reaches mastery,:reverts to an earlier
level, and moves on to ,surpass previous
performances. Read'The First Five Years,

,

.

ft

,

.

,

.

, ,

,

-

.

.

.

.

The Child From Five to Ten and Youth:
The Years From Te to Sixteen for more
information. ._,

.

.

-

.

Erikson
.

.

.

.

.

: .

«

.

.

.

.
.

.

. Erikson's eigyit'stages are a Sequence
of developmental tasks from birth to old'
age. The steps are hierarchical and some

.

level of satisfactory achievement must .

be achieved in order to go on to a
higher level. The 8 Stages are:

TRUST
. AUTONOMY .

INITIATIVE/ IMAGINATION, USING MENTAL
IMAGES

INDUSTRY . .

IDENt1TY
INTIMACY -

. ,

GENERATIVITY
.LNTEGRITY, t . %. D

.

«

.

.

.

,
,

.

,t,

.

,

.

.

.

-

.

-. .

.

,

.

,A

f

t

«?

.

..,

,

.

.

;'.

.

.

.Maslow
.

.
,

, ,

.

.

..

.

.

.

)

.

, . ..

.' Maslow offers the' following hierarchy
of human motivation:.
d) Physiological,need
2) Safety need ,

.

'3) Love arid Belonging.
4) Esteem NeedSelf aftd Others
5) Self actualization ,

.
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.
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RESOURCES FOR FURTHER STUDY:

If you want more information, the follow,ing books published

by Teaching ResOurces Corporation, 100 Baylkon St., Boston,

Masi. 02116, and edited by Thomas N.-Fairchild are partof a

series of very readable apd very informative short books on

understanding and teaching the mainstreamed chi'ld:

)taihstreaming the alfted.
Behavior Disorders
-Mainstreaming ChilOreh with Learning bisabilities
Mainstreaming the Mentally Retarded Child
Mainstreaming ,the Hearing Impaired Child
Mainstreaming the Visually Impaired Child
The Communicatively Disordered Child

.The Physically Handicapped Child
Education. of the Severely/Profoundly Handicapped

The first half of each of these books is devoted to the

charac'teristics,of each condition.

Using the set of materials: Select some teachers to

,incorporate this technique into their plans. After you have

become familiar with the teachers on ways to use them to increase

.11nderstanding'and acceptance of mainstreamed students.' How might
s- 4

this be accomplished at the secondary level: Write a plan!

Evaluation:
'

Your workshop plan and completed participant evaluations,,

will serve as the evaluation for this` activity. Additionally,

you are to write a brief, critique of the workshop.a

0
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AN INSTRUCTI6NACMODELIFOR TRAINING LEA SUPERVISORS

TO ASSIST IN TRAINING TEACHERS

IN BEST PRACTICES AND EXEMPLARY MODELS

'FOR.

EDUCATING HANDICAPP.E6'STUDENTS
1r 0

IN THE

LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT

MODULE-II

USE OF RELEVANT INFORMATION

SOUTHEAST
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RESOURCE. .

CENTER
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N
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Module II: Use of Relevant Information*

STRAND: Bridging

INTRODUCTION: this moduedeals w th the use of knowledge of .

normal development as a background for understanding .the

'handicapped and talented. The.position taken is that deN:rel-,

opment depends upon the relationship between an orgahism and

its environment. Nature presents wide possibilities for

development. Which possibilities materialize depends,on the

relationship between the organism and.the environment and

,except na child's development is'particularly s4nsitive to
o

elationship. , The theories of Erikson, Stack and Piaget

. .

rve as sources for the relevant.imformation used. Some

this

major ideas that underlieothis module involy consideration of

the folloWing statements and questions:

GROWTH pRQGRESSES IN h FIXED SEQUENCE OF STAGES-
Growth is continuous and orderly. A general outline
of-sequence exists for'all grqwth. Does the excep-
tigpal child progress through the same sequence? ( )

Yes, but perhaps at a different rate,.

; NORMATIVEAGES EXIST FOR EACH STATE IN THEE SEQUENCE OF
GROWTH- -

Are these ages the same for the exceptional child?
This depends on thee particular area of development
under consideration and the child's feature which
fabelS him as being exceigonal.

EVERY INDIVIDUAL PROGRFISSES THROUGH THE VARIOUS STAGES
IN HIS OWN UNIQUE WAY- .,,

Is this true for the exceptional child as well?
Even more so.

*This module was developed with the raid of Dr. Marilyn Gootman

__;



DEVELOPMENT'IS A COMPLEX PROCESS WITH IN WHICH DIFFERENT-
AREAS PROGRESS AT DIFFERENT RATES. THESE AREAS ARE

. AFFECTED BY EACH OTHER?
How'does Phis fact affect the exceptional child?
The child's handicap or talent may imped ,or accelerate
progress In one particular area to the etriment of
other areas of development.

GOAL: Use relevant information in-planning edsucational exper-
.

iences for rqdular classroom and special education teachers.

OBJECTIVES:'''

4` 1 State, what are the componehts of the organlAn?
a. Ahysical make-up

rgeptal make-up

'2. State whatfactors determine the,nature of the organism?
a. biological flee. human as opposed to an.imal)
.b. genetic t 1.
c. nem-genetic physical,

3. State how the except ional student may di ffer from that
,of the regular student?
a. physical: sense impairment (hearing, seeing)",

muscular impairment, energy or activity
impairment

b. 'mental:" exceptionally high abilities, slow
mental functioning, partially impaired
mental functioning (liMitation of a
particular skill or ability)

State what are the components of the environment?
a. physical:' objects, places, climate
b. interpersonal: family, peers, culture, society

S: State how th environment can affect the child's
exceptionalit ?
a. physical: may impede development unless.

designed around the child's'need
b. 'interpersonal: reactions of others depending on

whethey they are sensitive or. no
will either impede or facilitate
the child's coping anddevelopment.
Vhues of4 society and 'culture car.
affectattitudes toward the
exceptionality.

4
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INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES:

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT: ERIK H. ERIKSON

FACTS TO REMEMBER WHEN DISCUSSING THE ?RST FOUR OE ERIKSON'S
EIGHT LIFE CRISES:

At each stage there is a struggle between two. conflicting
emotions, one healthy-and one unhealthy. ane of the two
emotions wins out at the end of the stage and this emotion

serves as an underlying current which affects future
behavior and developinent._ Remember, as the individual is
progressing through a particular stage, there is a struggle
between the healthy and unilealthy emotions.

The struggle between these two emotions continues through-
out life but to a much lesser degree. The emotion that -.

"wins out" during the stage has more strength throughout

life.

Appropriate frustration is beneficial and not harmful

to the child. Meaningless frustration can be harmful.

CRISIS 1: BASIC TRUST VS. BASIC MISTRUST

Background Information:

The infant learns about people and the world primarily

through his mouth. How the infant's oral needs for food are

met Ls important for him in his struggle between'rbasictrust

and basic mistrust. To the very young infant, food is love;

howhis food is given to him is critical when he needs it and

..wants it or wheditis convenient for others to give it to'him..

01
At first, the infant who has just experienced the trauma

of birth should be given immediate gratification. Gradually,

throughout the first year of life, gratification can be gently

delayed (i.e. he may have to wait a reasonable short period of

.. .

-

.time for his food) . As the gratification is delayed; appropriately,

the infant
,

learns to trust that his food w.ill come rid he over- 4

comes his.feelings of mistrust that the food will never. come.

le 38
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The infant learns to trust that people will return. He

or she overcomes mistrust that important others will never

return if exposed'to reasonable periods of separation.

The characteristics of the infant (naturally these

become less extreme as the first year of,iife progresses for

the emotion ally healthy infant) are: helpless, impetuous,

impatient, narcissistic, overdemanding,wanting everything his

own ,way and immediately.

By theend of the first year, the oral needs gradually

diminish. The baby learns to crawl; use his hands, and is

weaned. The healthy child learns to give love as well as

receive love. He learns to trust that he can cope with his

own urges. He learns to trust people to meet his needs even

if they t not do so immediately. He learns to trust that his

physical environment will be safe.

Another way to describe'the struggle,of the infant at this

stage -I can depend on you the world to meet my needs vs.

I can't depend on you the world to meet my needs.

ACTIVITY l:*

Think of the exceptional ghTld's characteristics and how

his development in this stage is affected by interpersonal and
4

environmental fact s,such as the following:

Advanced mental abilities

interpersonal: others relate to him 'as if he is older
and understands more even though he is still an in4nt-
they may expect him to withstand greatly frustrating
circumstances just because they assume that he is so
intelligent that he can understand- the frustration may
be overwhelming.

*A major goal of this module is to get participants aware of

their thifiking. 4

39
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environmental: the toys given this child may be too
Ifficult for his level, but because he appears to be
ntligent, others assume he can use advanced toys.
ather, toys on the appropriate level for this child

will be explored more intricately than with a more
average child.

c

Slow or partially impaired mental abilities

interpersonal: other:, may give him messages that they do
not trust in his abilities or that they have very limited
expectations. This breeds mistrust in oneself -. On'the
other hand, they may also not respect the child's limita-
tions and expect too much of him and in this case as well
he will learn to mistrust others and himself.

physical: objects must be designed to minimize frustration
from an inability to do things b6cause of impaired mental
ability. Appropriately stimulating and challenging object's
will develop trust in the world.

Physical restrictions

interpersonal: if others are continually waiting ()ell<
child and doing everything for him without allowing him to
try to do things on his own, with a moderate amount of
struggling involved, then. the child will learn to mistrust
himself and his abilities.

environmental: if the environment poses unneccessary or
avoidable restrictions for this child, then the child will
learn to mistrust the world and lf.

Althougythe basic struggle between trust and mistrust

4
occurs at infancy, the results of the struggle are not irrevers-

ible. The, teacher can design teaching st1'ategies and activities

which will develop trust in a mistrusting child.

Think of activities which might help the child to develop

trust in himself. If moderate frustration is gradually introduced

to the child, if slightly diffictht but yet easily attainable

*activities are given to hi3Oif success is within rbAch after a

J
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slight stretchin to reach it, the child will learn to trust
e

himself-he will learn that he can exert hivelf and be success-

ful. Gradually, moderate frustration can be introduced to the

child, As the child learns to trust that he can do things,

more challenging activities can be provided. Also, if the

mistrusting child is giien recognition for a particular

accomplishment, if he is called on first by the teacher or

noticed in other pbsitive 1:vays,- hewill learn to trust himself.

ACTIVITY 3:

Think of activities which might help the-child to develop trust

in people.

If t4e teacher is consistent in her'behavior and relates fairly
to all children, the child will learn to trust her.

If the teacher is caring,Wand concerned about her students,
'trust will develop.

If.the teacher does not get upset when a child gives a wrong
answer and is patient with all children, the children will develop
trust.

If children ,know what is expected of them and if these expectations
are reasonable, they willsdevelop trust in people.

ACTIVITY 4:,
.

Think-of activities which might help the child to develop trust
in his environment.

sAii environment which is !lail-Safe" will breed trust. If a child
feels that he can fail safely, without peRalty, he will trust f.
that his expkiences will not be degrading.

An environment valich does not pose any unnecessary obstacles is

-essential for theedevelopment of. trust.,

'EXAMINE.THE ABOVE SUGGESTIONS AND THINK OF HOW THEY APPLY EVEN
MORE TO THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD.

AC.TIVITY 5:

HowshoAld interpersonal relations be design.d for the

exceptional child sd that'he can develop trust?

41 -°



,Mentally advanced phild
*tie is treated equally to his peers and.the expectations of
him'are not, excessive. He is not made to feel that more
is always demanded'of hip.

Mentally impaired child
The teacher is consistent in his or her behavior. If the
teacher does not get terribly upset with the child's
wrong answers and allows him or her to fail safely.,

Physically impaired child
The teacher does not view his disability as a total handicap
which eliminates him from most activities but finds ways to
bypass the handicap so that the child can engage in activ-
ities like his peers.

ACTIVITY 6:

How should the environment be designed for the exceptional

child so that he ,can develop trust? Activities should'be der

signed which provide the optimum challenge fordithe individual

child. The work should be challenging but not overwhelmingly

difficult and neither should it be so easy that it pi-esents no

challenge to the child. The environment should not contain

unnecessary blockades that can be eliminated.

EVALUATION
4

1. State characteristics of an individual who trusts

other people? .

2. State characteristics of an individual who trusts the

world around himAto be a safe place?

3. State characteristics of an individual who can trust

himself to cope with his urges and delay gratification?

What would be his tolerance level for frustration?

4. The individual who mistrusts himself, people and the

'world exhibits the characteristics of the infant who is

struggling between trust aid mistrust. State these

characteristics?
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5. An additionill sign of mistrust is an individual -

iq
who still has very strong oral neds. State how children-

/r
or adults might exhibit strong oral needs?

6. State how a child's exceptionality might hinder his

fievelopment of trust rather,than mistrt}st2

a. By overcompensation of others-others feel sorry for
the child and 47therefore try to do everything to please
him. immediately and do not give him the opportunity to
gradually learn that he can delay gratification and trust
himself to wait for things:

b. By actual inability to do things-at times the frus-

tration may be too great.

Crisis 2: AUTONOMY VS. SHAME AND DOUBT (l -2L, years)

Background Information

The honeymoon is,over! Until now, the infant ,was depeident,
0

needed his parent, and stayed relatively immobile. People

:usua3ly knew where he was and the infant could 'dot Venture too

far from his original location.

But now! The child has. a strong urge to become a separate

person with wants and deires of his own. He wants to be able

to prove that he can do things on his own. This is the "me"

period: me do this, me do that. The child-is struggling between

a f/eeling that he can indeed 4o things on his own and a feeling

of shame in himself and in his abilities. This child needs

,gradual, well-guided exOtYiences to enhance development of

autonomy and free choice.

This is a period of great curiosity. As the child assumes

a vertical position by walking, he suddenly sees a wholev/0VA

of which he vasppiViously, unaware. This child is Curious,

3

8
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not destructive: he bangs, throws, and breps things as he

explores-they,are.a result ofhis curiousity.

The "terrible two's" do not have to be terrible. Keep

in mind that the child is looking for-autonomy. He.is.

attempting to break away from his babyishness. Discipline

is necessary, but appropriate disciplin,e, and not harsh

discipline. First, remove any unnecessary obstacles such as

antiques. Give the child things permissable to explore. View

.discipline as a means of teaching a child self-control.

This:is the',period when the child must learn self-control.

Self-control in'his behavior and in his 136v/el hgbits. Power

struggles result in obstinacy ,ratherethan self-control.

This ia the ageOf magical and literal thinking. This

child believes that his wishes will actually come true. Often
C

bad thoughts about parents area great source of worry. These}

bad thoughts often occur after the child is disciplined either

appropriately or inapp;opriately.

,Provide the child with emancipation, not amputation-let

him break away gradually.

t.Another way to describe the struggle of the child at this

age is: I can do'things for myself versus I probably can't do

it.

ACTiViTY 1:

9

*

A person who has shame and ,doubt about himself often exhibits

the characteristics of the young child who is in the period of

struggle betweeq,,autonomy, shame, and doubt. State what some of

44
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th'se characteristics are: (insecure about self, stubborn,

Orerned by letter/not spirit,-loss of self-control).

ACTIVITY 2:

Tell how a child!s exceptionality' might hinder his
p$ .

development of autonomy so that he becomes more shameful and

doubtful? SoMe hints follow:

Physical:

Significant others do not- let him try to chi things on his
own.

Reasonable limits are not set for him-he is overindulged,
rather than taught to.develop self control.

Environmental:

He cannot do many things on his own because of his physical
restrictiod4.

Mental:

The objects and materials givep to him are too difficult
and he is unable to explore the world oh hiss own level.

The -environment is insufficiently stimulating and therefore',
116 ends up doing things he ought not to do, being unfairly
restricted.

Others treat him as though his limitations are so great.
that he cannot do anything on his own and.do it all for'him.

Social:

Limits are 'not set for the child and he learns no self-
control because he talks his may out of situations.

ACTIVITY 3:

'Although the basic struggle between autonomy d ;home and

not irreversible', The teacher can design teaching strategiep

I

.

,J.

,.
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doubt has ocpured-b age 23, the results of the struggle are



and activities which will develop autonomy in a child who- feels,

doubtful'or'shameul of his ability to do things on his own.

Thinkof activities which-might help the child.to feel more

confident in his ability to do things on his own. Think of the

two year old when he struggles with 'this problem initially.

What arelsome Of his characteristics that must be understood

and nurtured appropriately? Hintsi,

Curiosity:

A need4to explore the world - 'give the'child freedom to
expipre in the classroom;

Desire for independence:

Encourage independence but at the child's level (too much
freedom and independence is just as bad. as not enough for
the child who cannot handle it).

Wants successful encounterskyet needs to be able to handle
failure:

\

/

--for
the child opportunity t explore and experiment,. allow

, /or trial and error experien es where failure is part of
the-process and not threatening; create a "fail- safe"
environment. . .

eds self-control:

.?`

Do not get into power struggles with the child. Discipline,-
the child Appropriately, thinking of discipline as a means
for teaching a child self-control and not as.punishment or
repayment for a crime.

Wants independence and responsibility:

Provide the child with gradually increasing responsibilities,
but'gradually, so that the child develops. confidence in his
ability to assume responsibilities.

AikCTIVITY

gow should interpersonal relations be'designed for thee

exceptional child so that he can develop autonomy,? Hints:

4 6 .
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Mentally advanced 'child:

If. others encourage tndependence n his own level .and
allow him to advance forward when he is mentally capable_.
of doing so - but at the same time do not allow this
child complete freedom to do what he wants and when he
'wants to merely because he is mentally matikre. The
"gifted" child must learn self-control and INw to fail.

./Dthers must challenge him sufficiently so that he must
struggle to succeed, but always being sure that success
.isilideed within reach. Often teachers of exceptionally
bright children forget that their students are still
children and consequently may expect too much of them.

Mentally impaired child:

besign, experiences which will allow this chijd-to succeed
with a minimum 'of struggling - convey faithan the child's
abilities. Often this requires a readjustment of the
teacher's expectations of the student, i.e.,.relating to
be mentally impaired child'as if'he.or she is mentally
hopeless or, on the other hand, expectiligto.o much of ,,the
mentally impaired child produces shame and doubt$in the
child. illaw this child to fail safely but also build
success, nto the system. '

Physically impaired child:

Within reason, relate to the child as if he can ;do things
on bp own and do not do everything for him either because
you'leel sorry for him:or because you think that he is
helpless. Often the physically handicapped individual can
find alternate MeAhs for accomplishing things'which may be
.restricted by his handicap. Allow this child the.freedom
to explore the classroom and to deal with the work on his
own terms. Let him decide on his limitations, and if.
after close study, you feel that he is imposing unnecessary
limitations on himself, gradually encourage him to venture
'out mdre. Make attempts fail safe, convey faith but not,
pressure in his ability to try.

ACTIVITY 5:

How should the environment be designed forthe exceptional

child so that he can develop autonomy? Hints:

Mentally_ advanced child:
Rave materials available which will be stimulating and
interesting to this child. If the class activity is below
the Child's academic leveA, find more advanced material on
tie same topic. Allow the child 'to help children who are
having troublp.

4



Mentally paired child:

Provide materials which are appropriate for his intellectual
level and also his interest level. Do not use boOks'of
interest to first graders with sixth graders.

*Physically impaired child:

13

, .
.

Eliminate unnecessary barriers for this child and arrange
the classroom in a way whi ch-will minimize dependence upon
others for assistance,(e.t do not place books where they
are unreachable to the Child Who is confined to a wheelchair).

Crisis 3: INITIATIVE VS. GUILT:.(2i to 5 Years)

Backgroudd Information

tl

While the infant was interested in. himself or herself and

the toddler was interested in the woradand how to-handle it,,

the Ire -schooler begins to become interested in'people.

Curiosity'is the main feature of this child:

This is the "why"stagea This child is beginning to,put'
the world together and takes the initiative to ask questions.
If his questions.arepfsquelched,' he or she will feel guilty
and afraid to ask. Leaening requires initiative such as
'Ole child at this' age natu ally exhibits.' If questions.

' are squelched,,he or she ma become,a pool- learner because of
lack of initiative which is necessary for successful,learning.
Two major foci of his curio 'ty are sex and death. Often
parents and teachers find t ese topics difficult to dealwith
and the Thild's initiativefor asking questionsis discouraged,
The initiative can be discouraged by either no answevor an
.answer which is far te, advanced for the child and thus is
incomprehensible to him.

Initiative implies moir,than independence,or autonomy:
. .

,

Initiative means undertaking tasks and taking risks. This .

stgge!S struggle can be described as "it's ok to take risks
and make mistakes vs. I'd better not try."

ACTIVITY 1:

Although the basic struggle between initiative and guilt

occurs during`the preschool years, the results of this struggle

are not irreversabie.''The teacher can design teaching, strategies

48



and activities which will develop initiative in a child who

feels guilty-about his curiosity and his desire to know abdut

people. Following are some activities, which' might help'a

ch1,ld to deveLop initiative:

encourage and answer questions
provide new, stimulating experiences
provida trial and error experiences
provide a "failsafe" environment. so thit the child won4t

worry, if he fails
"why" questions are allowed and discussed

ACTIVITY 2:

State how interperPonal relations should be designed for

the exceptional child so that he candeveldp initiative. 'Hints:

Eidvanced:

.
Answer his questions to the best of your ability. Look up
answers When_you don't know them but tailor the answer to
the child's level. Encourage questions and answer them.

Mentally impaired:

Do not ignore qtlestions because they seem 'simple. Respect
every question and answer it at thechild's level of
thinking.

Physically impaired:

Encourage the child's curiosity and do not be so over-
protective that the child will not: venture on his own to
find out ansWers.

ACTIVITY 3:

State how the physical environment should be designed for

the exceptional Chird so.that he can develop initiative. Hints:

Mentally advanced:
6

Provide materials and experiences which are of interest to
him and stimulate curiosity., Exp se him to new places and
ideas, e.g.,'museums.

49 .
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Mentally impaired:.

Provide interesting but not overly complicated objects
for him to explore. Do not buy toys well above his level.

Physically ixpaired:

Remove all physical barries that are possible to remove
and allow the child some initiative to explo e and find .

things out without restricting him and hover ng over him.
Needless,totsay, avoid physically unsafe situ tions for
him or situations that become overly frustrating for his
curiosity because df physical limitations.

../'

EVALUATION:-
.

1. State the characteristics oI an individual with

initiative. (Willing to undertake tasks, curious, exploring,.

will take risks in order to find things out, not afraid to

'try, fail; and try again)

,2. State the charactgr4stics of an'individual-whs feels

guilt rather .than initiative? (Shy, withdrawn, not'try to

initiate,new things, afraid to ask questi6ns and .to "be curious',

afraid of making mistakeS),. . 1

3. State now a child's exceptionality might hinder4lis

- development of initiative so that he develops guilt instead?

--t

(Physically impaired: Interperson 1-others don't allow
him to venture.out on'his min and ake risks-if his
curiosity is squelched by limiti g his exploration
unnecessarily. Physical barriers hinder his exploration
and curiosity to find out about things.)

Mentally impaired:

Interpersonal - his questions are laughed at or ignored...
for being simplistic.

Physical - objects and opportunities are either too
simplistic or too difficult so that he,cannot even
jformulate questions:

15
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Mentally advanced% , ,

/ / ./

Interpersonal - he is not given answers to his.questfons
because they are too difficult.or perhaps the questions
'are even.laughed at for being so cute for coming from a
child this age.

Physical - opportunities for him to find.answers out on
his own are not provided. He is restricted physically,
in his exploratory-activities and stimulating experiences
arenot provided.

Crisis 4: INDUSTRY VS. INFERIORITY (6-12 years)

Background information

16

Thint of, the child at this period in terms of the triangle

below:

The sides,of the triangle must be connected. Each side has its

own direction,and will not be complete unless it is connected to

the, other two sides. The rays of the triangle represent the

following situations'that children of this age encounter.

Separation from home-- breaking away from. parents, becoming
more iadependent and realizing that.parents are not infallible
occurs.

.1

Relating to peers-- The feedback from peers has a strong
influence upon how the child feels about himself. Groups
of'same-sex peers, peers like the child, provide a consensus
foy the child on his worth.

, .

\Mastering skills - Inteliecthal competerke is stressed at
thip period but physical 'skills particularly in games.
Social skills are also skills Which\lte child must master
at this age,in order to feel like a mpetent inaividual,
like he can do things,rather than that he is inferior to
others.

ACTIVITY 1:
1

Children in the elementary years of schooling are strugglfpg

with the feelings of industry and the feelings of inferiority.

. Si
ca
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The teacher can design teaching strategies and activities which

allow students to -fe mastery instead of inferiority,

.400ather it is when relating to peers, mastering cognitive

r-- skills, or mastering physical skills'. What are some of these

- teaching strategies? Hint-think of the triangle:

Separating from ,ome - provide the child with security in
the classroom, lfrt him know the rules and routines initially,
assure the child of the mother's return, ligten to the
child exprdss his concerns.

,Relating to peers - provide ample opportunity for the'chil-
drento work cooperatively with each other and to play
Informally without-outside determination of what and how
they should be playing. Encourage informal interactions
among children.

-Mastering skills - provide learning experiences for each
child which present the optimum degree of challenge for
the child.- Material which is eitivir too easy or too
difficult for, the child- will- not produce mastery and
competende. Knowledge which is reachable to the child
but which requires the child to stretch his mind and

to,

struggle (not exces8ively) a little to reach is most
.'beneficial.

ACTIVITY 2:

Tell how interpersonal relations should be designed for the

exceptional child so-that he or she can develop a sense of

industry rater than inferiority.'

Hints:

Mentally advanced child:

,Others must relate as though he or she is a perfectly
normal person and not someone unique or privileged. The
child should be placed in situations in which he or she
musinteract with and cooperate with other children,
regardless of their mental levels. He or. she should not .

be able to escape from difficult interpersonal situations
by hiding the face in books.

52
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Mentally impaired child:

Strefigthkshould be subtly brought to. the attention of
peers so that they can respect the child for his or her
strengtbs. He or she should be encouraged toiinteract
with peers whether they are mentally impaired br not.'
Percing constant interaction with much younger children
can be detrimental. Adults should relate to this child
as though they have confidence in his or her ability to
de things and they should adjust their. expectations to
be appropriate for the ild's level.

Physically impaired child:

Others should treat this child as though he or she is
apable of doing most things and not stress the child's

ha ic s- focusing only upon what he or she cannot do.
Teachers and, children must be taught to emphasite the
strehgths mkt abilities of the child and not onehis
handicap. (

,ACTIVITY 3:

Tell how the environment should be designed for the

exceptional child so that he can develop a sense,ofindustry.

Mentally advanced child:

Provide stimulating and interesting books, materials, etc.
at his or her level. Allow him er her to stretch to learn,
but do not provide overwhelmingly difficult material just
because of the high intellectual ability.

Mentally impaired child:

Provide appropriate materials, books, etc. which allow the
child to exert some effort in learning.but which also provide
success in a reasonable amount of'time. Provide physical
equipmOt which allows the child to master physical_ skills.

Physically impaired child:

Eliminate all unnecessary obstacles which might hinder this
child developing physical, social and cognitive skills.
Design experiences and sLtuations which will by-pass the
handicap.

-Remember, in order to develop a sense of industry, one is

often forced to return to a previ8us stage 'of development

and change the outcome of that stage's. struggle.
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EVALUATION

State the characteristics of an individual who has a

sense of industry.

1. (He feels that he can indeed master skills and be

produbtive.)

2. State the characteristics of an individual who feels

inferior to others. (Passive, withdrawn, feels incompetent,

unwilling to try new things because he is afraid he will fail)

3. Tell how a c ld.'s exceptionality might hinder his

4.devo1opment of indust

Physically impaired:
. .

Inferpersonal - Others may relate to him awkwardly as though he
does not belong.. They may ostracize him,6liecause of his
-handicap. His parents may not be able to allow him to
separate frbm home because of his handicap. They-miy be
overprotective.

ELY.21911:

J

This child may be incapable of mastering certain physical
ekills regardless of the circumstances.

Mentally impaired:

Interpersonal -.Other children may make fun of this child
and tease him. Teachers may relate to him differently as
though he is not worth thezr-tffort.

Physical environment:

The child may be incapable o'f ever mastering certain
cognitive skills which the rest of his peers find easy.
The book, lessons and.experiences provided for the rest
of the clads may be overwhelming for him.

Mentally advanced:
. .. .

IntelTersonal - This child may escape into mastering cognitive
s lls at the expense of his social skills. He Ts- retreat
intI% the world of books and fail to interact with.his peers.
Othe s may stress his academic excellence and give him a false

-54
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sense of superiority. Physical environment - The materials'

may be insufficiently challenging for thi6 child, In addi-

tion; he may ,not bp'in an environment which Stresses the
development of physical skills as well (these are also

important at this age).

pfTERPRESONAL RELATIONS

from

Sullivan, Harry S. ,The Interpersonal Theory'of Personality.
New York: 1N. W.. Norton Co.; Inc.,q953.

'Infancy (birth to 1 year):

Background Information: The infant's sense of,self evolves as a

,- -
result orhis transactions with one significant other, his care-

taker. Tenderness; loving, and physical contact with this person

are necessary. Although different people may assume the role of

caraker at different times, it is important for all these people

.
to be consistent 1.n the, way that they relate to ;the infant.

ACTIVITY

71.ell.what approach is important for those who work with young

infants? (They should be consistent with each other when relating

to the infant, meet his needs when he expresses them, touch him,

give him- affection.) Think of the excePtionaI'child.and how his

exceptionality might be affected by the relationship, with the

caretaker:

Mentally impaired:

The provider may shy ,away from this child because of his
problem -- guilts disgust may cause a lack of positive
feedback to the child. The provider should try to-overcome
any negative feelings and remember that the child is an
innocent victim and even more so needs love, affection, and

, touching.

Physically impaired:

The provider may be afraid to handle this child because of

his handicar. This makes the child feel unloved. At times
the physical circumstances'make it impossible to meet the

55
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child's needid. The provider should seek alternate means
for meeting this child's needs for physical contact and
should design alternate ways to convey love and affection*"

EVALUATION

1. State how an Infant might act if be is cared for by

consistent; loving, and nurturing people? Hint: Trusting,

self - confident, he likes himsllf.

2. State how an infant might act (or later on a child) if

his needs are met inconsistently by cold, uncaring people? Hint:

Mistrusting, lacking confidence, not liking'bimself, low selft

esteem.

TANSITION FROM INFANCY TO CHILDHOOD (1-2 years)

Background Infoimation:

Now, the Child begins to learn about himself from others

besides the caretaker. Languages his outstanding accomplishment

and is used as means for establishing relationships with others.

ACTIVITY 1:

Tell how others should relate to the child who is just

learning 'language. They should reinforce the language that he

speaks, providing him' with feedback, allow the, child ample time

to respond to questions and to think about things before responding.'

The child should be talked t8and related to at his own levej but

without assumptions being made that the child cannot understand

words in general, e.g., do not talk about the child in his presence

because you think that he doesn't understand.

ACTIVITY

Think of how the child's exceptionality can be handled in such

a way as to provide positive feedback to him during this stage of

development.
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Hints:

Mentally advanced:

Relate to his child at his or her -social needs level.
Even if he can communicate better than the average child,
his or her conceptualization may not be on such an advanced
level as it may appear. In regard to self - discipline, do°
not expect too much of this child because of his precocity.
AlsO, beware ,not to artifically inflate this child's self-
'esteem by making him feel likelp is the smartest child in
the world.. When he begins to relate to other children, this
over-inflated ego will quickly and *painfully deflate.

I

Mentally impaired:

Respond to the child's verbalizations at.his level and do
not constantly try to pressure him to do more than he is
capable of doing'. Speak to him as you would to any ch')1ld
his-age but perhaps slow down or simplify your words. Do
not talk about the child in front of'him just because you
feel that he doesn't understand you.

, .

22

Physically impaired:

The physical impairment should not affect verbal communications
Unless'it involves hearing. In that case, use every alternate
means possible to express feelings, ideas, concerns, rules,'etc.
to the child. Facial expression becomesimportant. Do not
forget to communicate and use other forms of language (e.g.
body language) when communicating with this child who needs
your feedback as Much as anyone else.

1. 'Tell how learning language affects a child's relationship

with others. Hint: The child can now understand Pile verbal

messages of others, both good and bad and determines how he feels

about himself from the verbal feedback which he receives from them.

2. Tell how the child's ability to learn language also affects

relationships of others to him. Hint: If he learns it well and can

communicate, others may treat him more positively. Speaking to

someone often flatters them and the fact that this child can com-

municate often flatters the listener. The good speaker learns to

feel better about himself and often the poor speaker is ignored or

(
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just taken for granted. There is also the danger that the goo

speaker might be related to in a fashion which is beyond his

mental capability and therefore he ends up feeling incompetent..

3. Tell how a child's exceptionality might affect his

interpersonal- relations at this age. Hints:

Mentally. advanced:

This child might respie much atte ion and positive feed-
back from others and' therefore feel very good about himself.
However, others may place unreaspable demands on him
because of his'verbal precocity. No matter how advanced
a two-year old is in communicating with others, his or her
conceptualization and understanding is not far from that
of the average two-year-old.

Mentally impaired:

Others may not communicate much with him because they feel
that this child cannot understand them. The child then
receives bad messages about himself by being ignored. On
th6 other hand, others may devote excessive tithe and effort
trying to get him to understand and communicate beyond his
ability - the frustration to both parties in this case can

* only create negative self-esteem in the child.

CHILDHOOD (2-5 years)

Background InformatiOn:

Although he is not exposedto peers, this child is dependent

.upon adult participation. This is the age when adults often take

it upon themselves to teach children and children's feelings about

themselves are affected by these teaching sessions. Children also

like to have adults join them in their play or at least waech them

play.

ACTIVITY 1:

Tell what kind of adult participation wouldfrprovide the most

positive feedback about himself to this child. Parents and other

,adults must design their teaching of this child to be at the child's
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level - wha they teach him should be stimulating and challenging,

but easily reachable. Rote memorization is inappropriate for the

child'at this age. Manipulation and exploration and concrete

learning is appropriate.: Provide these kinds of experiences for

the child.

ACTIVITY 2

/

Think of how the child's exceptionality can be handled to

provide positive feedback at this age., Hs:

Mentally advanced:

Stimulating activities, but parents should remember that the
childis still only a pre-schooler and that his ability to
comprehend abstractions will be limited at best regardless of
how ;bright 'the child is.

Mentally impaired:

This child should also be challenged but at his level. When
parents work with-him they should have confidence in his
abilitieS to learn but they should not be tense to try to
eliminate the chlild's handicap if it is impossible to do so.

Physically impaired*:

Challenge this child appropriately 10 develop confidenCe ih
his ability to achieve. Design learning experiences which
circumventthechilOs handicap and allow him te learn to use
his strengths to compensate for his handicap.

EVALUATION .

1. State how g relationship with adults might affect the

,child's feelings about himself. Hint: When adults are relaxed

and provide appropriately challenging learning experiences for the

child, the child learns to feel good about himself and his exper-

iences. When the adults do not tailor the child's learning

,experiences to the ability of the child and their egos (especially

parents) get involved in the learning situation, the child may give
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. up 4n despair and feel incompetent and unworthy and unloved.

l
Often in cases 1 e this,-children fear that the love of the

parent is de p en ent upon successful learning.

2. State how a child's exceptionality might affect

relationships with adults. Hints:

Mentally advanced:
r

Because the child is bright, the parents may assume that
he is capable of learning extremely difficult material
which may be beyond his level, as high as it might be for
his age. The child then feels incompetent and like a
failure for disappointing his parents. On the other hand,
if parents don't challenge this child sufficiently, then
he may also feel incompetent- and unworthy.

Mentally impaired:

Parents may act frustrated with this child's limited
capability so that the learning sessions and adult
participation sessions only provide the child with
negative feedback about himself. This can be partic-
ularly harmful if the parent desperately trj.es to
overcome or ignore the,child's handicap. Also a parent
may just ignore this child acrd this child as any child
this age needs adult participation. r)

Physically impaired:

Others may ignore him because of his inability to accomplish
certain tasks and not take into account that they need
adult participation, while others may provide this child
with too much adult partiCipation and'do too many things
for him, not allow(ing%him.to'do them on hiS own whenever,
possible.

(JUVENILE AREA (,...10 years)

4
.Background Information

School provides this child with new Opportunities to elaborate

on hit.feelings!about himself and to receive feedback from others

,beside those in his family. This child now establishes himself

beyond the family into the larger society. He dow relates primarily

0



with "compeers", playmates who are like himself. Together with

his peers,,he collaborates, competes, and cooperates. "In"

groups and "out" groups are common at this age.

ACTIVITY 1:

Think of how a child's exceptionality might affect his

interpersonal relations at this age. Hints:

Mentally advanced:

This child may escape into books and learning rather than
make the sefforts -to properly socialize with his compeers
e.g. peers who are like himself) particularly the same
chronological age as he is. His or her aloofness may be
either self-imposed or imposed by other children. He may
always be.in the outgroup,because he is different from his
classmates. If the child is particularly' snobby about his
abilities, he may be disliked by the other children and
teased. However, if this child knows how to relate to
people and had learned the give and take of friendship, he
may be extremely popular and a leader.

Mentally impaired,: ,

26

This child maybe ostracized by his peers because he or
she is so different. Often children are worried abOut
peers who are so different and at times they fear that this
coild happen to them. They may make fun of. mentally impaired
children. At times a mentally impaired child can still excel
in something such as physical games and art - then the child
may be respected by his peers.

Physically impaired:

If this child has had continual contact playing with children
O and engaging in give and take with them and not using tis

handicap as an excuse for behavior or an inability to do
things, this child will be accepted by his peers and will
be able to engage in friendships with compeers and groups of.
children like himself. However, if he always stands in the
'sidelines tecause he fears that he cannot do things and
therefore, does not leaxn how to interact with and play with
children; he will be ostracized and. constantly in the "out
group".

ACTIVITY 2:
i

Think' ofexperiences that wil help the child develop good,

healthy interpersonal relations at his age.

4
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blildren,should have ample opportunity'to interact
informally with their peers, both in school and outside
of school.

They must have the opportunity to engage in the "give and
take" of friendships, learning td cooperate, compromise,
'compete and collaborate. Activities in school which.en-
courage cooperation, competition, cpllaboration and com-
promise will help the child develop effective interpersonal'
relations.

ACTIVITY 3:

:Think of'how the child's exceptionality can be handled to

provide appropriate interpersonal relations at this.age.

Mentally advanced:

Do not allow the child to escape from interpersonal relation
by burying his nose in books. Encourage peer interactions.
These may be difficult for him at first if he is always used
to being the best, he will.have to learn "give and take",

difficult though it may be at first. This includes' helpihg
the ohild'to cope with the frustration of not having every-
thing go his way all the time.

Mentally handicapped:

By informing the child's peers about the nature of his .

handicap and alb() letting them see the areas in which this
child is-not handicapped will help the interpersonal
relations. °

24,

Physically handicapped:

Design activities which do not restrict this child from
-participation. If those around him do not focus" on-the
child's handicap, the child will devise his own strategies
to circumvent his handicap and interact with his, peers.

EVALUATION:

1. State what the child looks like who receives positive

feedback from his peers and,is socializing appropriately?

Hints:

The child interadts with groups of children his own age,
with peers who are like himself.. He or she may be in the

62
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"in" group at times and in the "out" group at other times
but interacts wen. with peers and is not constantly battling
with them: He Or st:e can compete, cooperate, and collaborate
with fellow students.

2. State what the, child looks like, who does not relate
well to his peers and therefore does not receive-the necessary
positive, feedbacks about himself. Hints:

This dhild may belloof from his peers never plays with
groups of children. Perhaps he only plays with children
much younger or much older than himself but not with children
the same age.' He cannot cooperate, compete aid collaborate
effectively with his peers.

PRE-ADOLESCENCE,(10-12 years)

Background Information:

This is the stage which marks the beginning of love. The

child becomes interpersonally intimate with one fr'iend who is

the some sex, a chum. The chums are, sensitive to what mat er

t6 each other and serve as a sounding board for ideas and feelings.

This is also the stage when grobps of children form gangs where

they collaborace as a cohesive group. Children now become con-
.,

cerned With the other people's self-concepts as Well as their Own:

ACTIVITY 1:

Tell what kind of interpersonal relationships are healthy for

the child of this age,. 'Hints:4

Friendship with one chum, in whom the child confidegriand
shares experiences. Gangs of children who are mutually,
concerned for each other teach the children the feeling
and the concern for another which are part of love.

ACTIVITY 2:

Think of how a child's exceptionality might be handled to

provide appropriate interpersonal experiences at this age.

Hints:
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Mentally advanced:

Encourage him to establish a friendship with a childlike
himself. Encourage participation in clubs and groups with
which he saxes mutual interests.

Mentally impaired:

Provide the child with contact with peers who are like himself.

Physically impaired:

If not convinced that his handicap, eliminates him from the
world of non-handicapped, this child will often be able to
find a chum on his own.

Q

EVALUATION:

1. ,State what a child .looks like-who has appropriate inter-

/ personal relations at this age. Hints:

Has one close friend, a chum, of the same sex in whom he
confides and with whom he shares information and experiences.
May belong to a gang of children like himself and is-subjec
to gang opinion and concerns.

2. State how a.child's exceptionality might affect his

interpersonal relations at this age. Hints:

Mentally advanced:

He ;'r she may find a peer as gifted and establish a close
relationship with this individual. On the other hand the
child might be incapable of sharing feelings and concerns
with anyone because he or she has retreated into the
cerebral world and neglected emotional relationships with
people.

Mentally impaired:

Thiskochild might find a peer like himself and be able to
shat some of their experiences and their frustrations. On
the, other hand this child might become totally ostracized
from people because there is no one athis or her level of
conceptualization with whom intimate, experiences can be shared.

Physically impaired:

This child's handicap need not affect the establishment of a
close relationship with another.
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COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

from

Gardner, H. and Voneche, J. The Essential Pia et, New
York: Basic Books, 1978.

This is a theory which is based on the assumptions that

cognitive developmentprogres8ts through stages. Keep in mind'

the following information about the stages:

a. There is an orderly sequence to the stages., Every
child prggresses-through all of them. ,

b. The norms or general age spans are approxfinate.

c. Development is gradual and continuous. There is no
sudden transition from stage to stage.

d. The rate of development is'influenced by experience - by
the kind and range of exploratory experience which the child
has.

e., As a child progre6ses through the stages, his thinking
it each stage completes,, corrects, and combines with the
thinking of earlier stages. New behavior patterns are
added to the old like on a pyramid. The behaviors of one
stage do not suddenly disappear when the next stage begins.

What does this mean in term's of children's behavior?

a. Do not assume that.because a child is a particular age
that he is functioning at a particular level.

b. Do not expect a light bulb to light up in the child's head
instantly and then he will be in the next stage of thought.

c. 'Look at the kinds of experiences available to the child.
Are they many, varied, 4nd of good quality with respect to
his particular level of functioning? Are they appropriate
for how he presently can comprehend the world?

d. Examine the child's new behaviors to determine his
present state of development. Is he correcting past mis-
conceptions? Is he completing and combining old information,
learned previously?

What does this mean in terms of teaching strategies and

designing activities for children?

a. Do not assume that because a child is bright, he can
skip a particular level of development, or that because he
is not bright that he cannot achieve success in the earlier
levels of development.
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b. Do not use, the age to judge thinking..

c. Use Piaggtian tasks to ob e a child's quality of.,
thinking.

SENSORI-MOTOR (birth-1 year)

Background Information:_

The infant learns that objects and people in the world have

identities of their cwn. They exist apart from the child and

his or her movement in space. The infant learns through:

a. senses - feel, smell, taste, touch, watch.

b. motor-skills - learns to systematize actions, organize
simple movements.

;Progression through this stage: In the beginning the world

is undifferentiated, from himself. .Objects and people do not have

a concrete existence. They exist only when he sees them.

Gradually, through the senses and motor activities, the infant

learns that objects and people have an identity of their own.

ACTIVITY 1:

What experiences are necessary for the infant at this age.

Hints:

Safe exploration of the environment. Use bright, colorful, saf
interesting objects that are not overstimulatingincorporating a
variety of shapes, textures, smells, etc. Involve the child in
games of disappearance and reappearance such as peek-aboo.

ACTIVITY 2:

What experiences might be necessary for the exceptional child?

*Mentally advanced:

Same as in Activity

Mentally' impaired:

Be sure that the environment is not over-stimulating. Allow
the child ample .time to explore the objects with all his senses.
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Physically impaired:

Provide' activities that will circumvent the handicap.and.
al'lQw the child ample exploration with emphasis on the
sense which he does possess. ,

EVALUATION:

1. State how the infant learns at this age? Hint: Use

of.touch, feel, smell, sight, taste, use motor skills.

2. State how the exceptional child might be.affected by

an exceptionality at this age? 'Hint:

. Mentally impaired:

Motor skills, or exploratory skills may be minimal,

:f physically impaired:

Cannot touch, feel, use motor skills,.etc.

PRE-OPERATIONAL (4-7 years)

Background InformatJ.on:

The groundwork for concept formation apd preparation for -the

organization of concepts occurs at this stage of cognitiVe devel-

opment.

Progression-through this stage involves development of

arbitrary associations and, basic relationships.\ he child learns

through physical manipulation and exploration of concrete objects,

trial and error problem solving, limitation, makes com arisons,
aY

sees differences and similarities. Experience is essential. The

child's quality of thinking'is described below:

egocentrically- sees self at center of things from own point
9f view.

perceptually - interprets, the world "what you see is what you
get" - bases interpretations through seeing, hear, touch,
movement. Focuses on one thing at a time - one dimension of
a situation. Does not see relationships among dimensions.

O
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Progression through this stage involves initial learnLng

of language and-forming of mental symbols that stand for

.absent things or events. -The child begins to master symbols
t

such, as words and digits. At first there is random exploration.
.

. Then, at about 4 years the child begins to use intuition to figure

'things out. However, there is no evidence of clearly, wells

planned reasoning. He or she cannot give reasons for why things

are the way they.are. Pre-operational-pre-conceptual.

ACTIVITY 1: .

33

t

Tell what experiences are necessary foi- the child who is at

this stage of development? Hints: physical manipulation and

exploration, wide and varied materials (size, shape, color, etc.),

opportunities to learn by trial and error should be:provided.

/
....

ACTIVITY 2:

Tell what experiences might be necessary for the exceptional

child. i'.ntS: ./
_ .

Mentally'advanced:

encourage physical manipulations, ete. just as with any

'

. child this age - do not stress rote memorizations.
..g

Mentally handicapped:

provide opportunities r physical exploration.fo
, . .

physically handicapped:

provide activities which provide him with adequate manip-
ulatory activities And which will enable him to explore
the world in a trial and error fashion while circumventing
his handicap..
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1. State how a child thinks who is functioning at the

pre-operational level of- development. Hint: egocentrically,

'perceptuallycfocusing on one element at a time.

2. State how a child at the pre-operational stage learns.

Hint: By manipulating objects physically and exploring the

"world, trial and error problem solving, limitation, making

comparisons, experience with many and varied concrete objects.

3. State how a child's exceptionality might affect his

'development at this stage. Hints:

Mentally advanced:

This child may not be provided with opportunities to
physidally explcire the world because others feel that he
is ready f9r more advanced Concepts. No matter how
bright the child, he or she must still experience the
manipulations, etc. of this stage. -Often this child is
taught rote memorization such as counting because he has
a gobd memory. towever, these memorizatio s are virtually
meaningless when concept development is co erned.

Mentally impaired:
44%40

The need for repetition and not overly stimulating objects
must not be neglected. Often this child may not be pre-
sented with the'opportunity to manipulate objects of
varying size, color, etc. because others feel he needs very
babyish toys.

Physically impaired:

This child may not be able to physically explore the world.

CONCRETE OPERATIONAL (7-11 years)

Background. Information

Operation's are activities of the mind which deal with

structures or patterns in the mind. Operations involve

mental manipulations of the images or thought processes and
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may be equated with reasoning. Concrete operations involve

using concrete materials to aid the individual in thinking

logically. His or her thinking is guided by contact with

real things and actual situations. At this stage the child

learns concepts, e.g. number, color, shape, form, size, length,

texture, function, sound, weight. Learning occurs via reading

coupled with physical exploration and experimentation with

objects including constructive play. Thinking is focused on

several dimensions at the same time. He can reason and is

not perceptually oriented. She can understand changes and what

is involved in them -on a concrete level.

ACTIVITY 1:

Tell what experiences necessary fo;1 the child who is at

this stage of development. Hints: reading, experimenting with

objects providing sme direction - not random exploration, and

experimentation.

ACTIVITY 2:

Tell what experiences might be necessary for the exceptional

child. Hints:

Mentally advanced: /

Use enrichment type readings and experimentation.

Mentally inyaired:

Use readings and experimentation that involve minimal
complexity.

Physicialy impaired:

Use experimentation that will curcumvent the handicap but at
the same time foster the development of the concepts concerned.
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EVALUATION:

1. State how the child thinks who is in the concrete

operational level of cognitive development,,

, 2. State how a child's exceptionality might affect his.

development at this stage. Hints:

Mentally advanced:

He may neglect the need to concretely deal with certain
objects and ideas. He may resort to reading about every-
thing and them miss a basic kind of understanding.

Mentally impaired:

He may.be incapable of reasoning things out in this level -
reading to obtain information may be a very long, slow
process.'

Physically impaired:

Certain concrete experimentation may be beyond this child's
physical abilities. .

FORMAL OPERATIONAL (11 on)

Background Information

This is the stage of logical operations in the mind without

the need for concrete materials. The indivi4nal can think without

reference to actual objects or events in the real world. the

individual can now hypothesize and work out logical consequences

such as number, space, time, quality. Hypothetical deductive

reasoning is possible and the child can analyze and synthesize.

ACTIVITY 1:

,Tell what experiences and activities are appropriate for the

child who is funytioning at this level. Hint:



Opportunities to experiment, hypothesize, draw conclusions,

read widely.

ACTIVITY 2:

Tell what experiences might be necessary for the exceptional

_child. Hints:

Mentally advanced:

books and resources on a very high level, a level oLhis own
choosing.

Physically impaired:

elimination of restrictions which would bar him from oppor-
tunities to experiment and deduce information.

EVALUATION:

1. State how the child who is functioning at this stage

thinks?

2. State how a child's expectionality might affect his

thinking-at this stage? Hints:

Mentally impaired:

Hear sheis probably incapable of reaching this stage if he
is retarded.

Physically impaired:

Certain areas may be restricted becayse of the physical
impairment, but by now the child has hopefully learned to
circumvent his handicap.
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Module III

Cooperative Teaching Among Regular and Special Educators*

STRAND: .Developing

INTRODUCTION:

Two prime concepts, appropriate education and least

restrictive environment,'provide new and sharp foci for the

education of exceptiosnal children. No'longer are major consid-

erationtL, what special class?, what grade level?, which teacher?,

in what room?. No longer are regular and special educators refer-

ring students to each other's programs. The focus shAts from

school, its personnel, its classrooms, and its programs to the

student and his learning needs. The functions of education pro-
.

gramming: evaluating for an appropriate education, planning for

an appropriate education, and implementing an appropriate education

in tfie least restrictive environment require a change in thinking

and planning patterns of regular and special educators. Previous

administrative and supervisory areas of responsibility -- the

nature of learner, content (purpose, goals, objectives), and

instruction (methodology, physical. environment, personnel) must

now merge meaningfully into smooth flowing patterns of educational

provision. In order to accomplish this personnel responsible must

establish cooperative working relationships striving toward a

common goal, or, a unitary approach.

GOAL: Demonstrate strategies for facilitating cooperative work

relationships among regular and special educators.

I

*This module was developed with the aid of Vince Yamilkociki.
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'OBJECTIVES:

1. Give evidence of knowledge pertaining to the performance

of both regular and special educators in the planning

and providingof education to exceptional children in

least restrictive educatiOnal environments including:

a. special education program areas, delivery model.s,

t

and prOcedures.

b. roles and functions of regular and .special educators

in the delivery of services.

2. give evidence of knowledge pertaining to goal oriented

behavior in group processes and the development of this

behavior including:

a. The IEP process and the tasks of individual commit-

tee members in developing and implementing an IEP.

b. The roles and functions of leadership personnel from

regular and special education in providing an appro-

priate education for handicapped students.

c. cooperative or unitary programming.

3. Give evidence of knowledge pertaining to thei strategies

for developing communication among regular or special

educators, leadership personnel and teachers, and in

group processes, i.e. IEP planning and implementing.

4. Give evidence of being able to participate in:

a. the development of LEA policies concerning special

education procedures and communicate these policies

to staff.

b. communication with regular and special educators

pertaining to roles and functions of each and to

each other.
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c. the facilitation of communication between regular

and special. educators, especially among IEP members.

5. Give evidence of being able to:

a. function in a cooperative or unitary manner.

b. encourage and facilitate the perfdrmance of others

in a cooperative or unitary' manner

c. facilitate cooperative instructional planning among

regular and special educators.

d. facilitate the development and implementation of

an IEP.

6. Give evidence of being able to:

a. relate to the human needs of persons participating

in an education setting for exceptional children.

b.// recognize the merit of the performance of others

/ in a cooperative or unitary setting.

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES:

Activity' 1:

Questions: 1. What programs (4ncluding administration, service,

etc.) are involved?

What

What

What

2. What interactions must occur between person?

What are controllers of these interactions, i.e.

people, space, time?

Who or what are controllers (facilitators or non-

personnel are involved?

facilities are involved?

procedures are involved?

facilitators) of interaction? N
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Actions: 1. Discuss within the framework of schools in

general: rural-urban, large-small, etc.

2. Discuss possible agents conducive to change or

aversive to change.

3. For your own use only - prepare a description, of

your school and/or school system wi+slin the con-

text of the above. The present in relation to the

ideal.

Resources:

Georgia Special Education Annual Program Plan, PL 94-142.
Atlanta, GA: Georgia Department of Education, 1979:

Turnbull, A. P. and Schulz, J. B. Mainstreaming Handicapped
Students (Chapter 2). Boston:. Allyn and Bacon, Inc.
1979.

Film: Public Law 94-142: Equality of Opportunity.
Greensburg, PA: Instructional Media Services.

Activity 2:

Discuss: What is goal oriented behavior?

What are: purposes of education?

goals of edudation?

objectives of education?

How are the above derived? What are the roles of

teacheip, supervisor, administrator? Wha directs the

,/
behavior of teachers, supervisors, administrators?

Prepare working paper: developed during module

What are perceived consonant and disonant factors

pertaining to the education of exceptional students in the

mainstream; the planning for it? What is group process?

How does it relate to the education of exceptional students?

Discuss at end of module.
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Prepare: For identified exceptional students from youi. school

system, identify learning needs; the different persons who

could provide it; and what would be requited to get these

people together. How can leadership personnel from regular

and- special education function to facilitate the above?

For your use only-relate the questions above to your school

and/or school system.

Resources:

Shotick, And L. & Rhoden, Jane 0. "A Unitary Approach:
Programmin Jfor.the MR, Mental Retardation, 11, 1,
1973, p. 35-3$.

Fenton,Kathleen S., Yoshida, Roland K., Maxwell, James P. Sc
Kaufman, Martin J. "Recognition of Team Goals: An
Essential Step Toward Rational Decision Making,"
Exceptional Children, 45, 8,.1979,1). 638-644.

Cbchrane, Pamela V. & Westling,-David L. "The Principal
and MainstreaMing: Ten Suggestions for'Success,"
Educational Leadership, 34, 7, 1977, 506-510.

Nevin, Ann. "Special Education Administration Competencies
Required of the General Education Administrator,"
Exceptional Children, 45, 5, 1979,' p. 363-65.

Raske, David E. "The Role of General School Administrators
Responsible for Special Education Programs," Excep-
tional Children, 45, 8, 1979, p. 645-46.

Activity 3:

6 Discuss: Problem solving in education.

Group processes in problem solving in reference to -

Reactions of regular and special educators

to PL 94-142.

Problems arising in the schools because of PL 94-142.

Processes used in and solutions derived.

State of Georgia Program Plan.
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Likert, Rensis. The Human Organization. New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, 1967.

Maslow, Abraham H. Motivation and Personality. New York:
Harper and Row,' 1954.

McGregor, Douglas. The Human Side of Enterprise. New York
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1960:

McGr*egor, Douglas. Leadership and Motivation. New York:
McGraw -Hill, Book Company.

Miles, RaymOnd E. "Human Relations or Human.Resources?"
Harvard Business Review, 43, (4), 1965, p. 148-63.

Roubinek, Darrell L. "Will Mainstreaming Fit," Educational
Leadership, 35, 3, 1978, p. 410-12.

Sergiovanni,. Thomas Jr "Human Resources Supervisor," In
Thomas Sergiovanni (ed.), Professional Supervision
for Professional Teachers. Washington, D.C.: ASCD,
1975.

Sexton; Michael J. and Switzer, Karen Dawn Dill. "Educational
Le.adership: No Longer a Potpourri," Educational Leader-
ship, 35, 1977, p. 19-24.

Activity 4:

Be familiar with in order to be able to discuss and parti-

cipate in group activities:

PL 94-142

Regulations for PL 94-142

The State of Georgia Plan for Exceptional Children

The Local School District Plans fOr Exceptional Children

IEP Planning

Discuss: Desired goals for exceptional children through an

array or continuum of service and barriers to achievement

of the goals.
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Participate in group activities:

Identifying barriers.

Possible means to overcoming barriers.

Making decisions on alternative means to overcome barriers.

Plan: In- service activities,to communicate these alternatives

to regular and ,pecial educators concerning their roles

and involve them in planning and decision making process.

Activity 5:

Case studies representing students with varying exception-

alities and combinations of exceptionalities, degrees of

exceptionalities, and in different school settings.

Reisman-Shotick IEP Planning Process

Participate in groups to:.

Identify impact of generic factors on learning

Select educational goals

Specific educational objectives

Performance objectives

Identify means to meet these objectives (persons, places,

materials - all resources)

Activity 6:

Materials previously used:

Maslow

McGregor

Miles

Sergiovanni



Discuss:

Acceptance of persons.

Value of persons vs.professional domain.

Differing facilities of persons for self-expression.

Encouragement of persons in a group process.

Critique of contributions of persons in a group process.

82
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Module IV

The Supervisor as a Creative Problem Solver

STRAND: Developing

INTRODUCTION:

Why should system level personnel be concerned with

developing ability to engage in creative problem solving?

Mainstreaming has brought about new and sometimes frightening

experiences for both regular classroom and special education

teachers. Both are undergoing role changes to a certain degree.

Problems are arising for which.there are no answers since main-

streaming is new to many teachers. Supervisors who are original

in their thinking, fluent in generating ideas, flexible in their

think'i'ng,_ and resist coming to premature closure in decision

making are able to identify solutions to such problems.

The creative problem solving process used in this model

is closely related to the Diagnostic Teaching Cycle that under-

lies Module V. This similarity is pointed out in Chart I. The 1

process for developing the competency in this module is patterned

after work of E. Paul Torrance (1979). Creative problem

solving involves five steps:

1. a. Sensing.that there is a problem.

b. Identifying the real problem.

2. Generating alternative solutions.

3. Evaluating these solutions by a set of criteria.

4. Selecting a solution and trying it.

5. Evaluating the solution's effectiveness in terms of

whether or not the problem is alleviated.



Chart- I

DTC CPS

Identify strengths
and weaknesses

Hypothesize reasons

for achievement
and non-achievement

Formulate objectives

Specific objectives

.1

Behavioral objectives

Instructional
Program

1(
Evaluation

IEP

Identify the real Redsons for referral
problem Assess data

I

.

1
Brainstorming Staffing

possible solutions

Selecting criteria
for judging solutions

Trying a solution

Long-term goals

Specific objectives

(Teacher transfers
into behavioral
objectives)

Instruction

Solving the problem Student meets objectives
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GOAL: Demonstrate creative problem solving (CPS) skills.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Demonstrating skillin sifting out the real problem

from a set'of confounding issues or apparent problems.

2. Hav ng selected a specific problem for attack, generate

many feasible solutions.

3. List a set of criteria for judging each of the possible

solutions.

4. Forrif a "solution - criteria" grid; weigh each of (the

criteria on the basis of importance to the problem;

and select a particular solution for implementation.
A

5. Evaluate the effectiveness of the solution by observing

whether ornot it made a difference in alleviating the

problem.

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES: ee

Activity 1: Identify a teacher who is resistant to having an

exceptional child mainstreamed into his or her classroom.,

Ge.ierate a list of possible reasons that might underlie this

rezistance. Ask the teacher to develop his or her own list.

For example, is the teacher feeling inadequate? put upon?

overwhelmed? Does the teacher have a negative attitude

toward the handicapped? Is the teacher aware of why he is

resistant or is the problem one of lack of awareness on the

teacher'SlutrF Compare yours and the teacher's lists of

possible real problems. Discuss the lists of hypotheses as

to the real problem with the teacher.



Decide upon the real problem as a team - athe supervisor

and the teacher. (Relates to Objective 1.)

Activity 2: Select- a problem and brainstorm alternative solutions.

Read the following to find out the rules of brainstorming:

Torrance (1979), Osborn (1963), Parnes, Noller, or Biondi

(1977), and Nailer, Parnes. and Biondi (1976). The four

rules of brainstorming are listed in Torrance (1979) as fol-

- lows:

a. No negative criticism; defer judgment until a large

number of alternatives has been produced.

b. Freewheeling is desired; the wilder the ideas the better.

c. Quantity is desired; include the small, obvious alterna-

tives as well as the wild, unusual, clever ones,'

d. Combine al natives and hitchhike upon alternatives to

oduce, new ones. (Relates to objective 2.)

Activit ative solutions to the problem selected in

Activity 1 should now have been listed. Some of these will

satisfy the situation more than others. Why? Because some

of the solutions meet, criteria that are more important.

Therefore, it is necessary to become aware of such criteria

and list them so they may be used to judge the possible solu-

tions. Examples of criteria include:

a. cost in. time

b. cost in money

c. cost in human energy

d. feasibility

e. practicality



f. acceptance to policy of administrators, school board,

teachers, community, etc.

g. relevance to situation

h. relevance to problem

i.

j

(Relates to objective 3)

Activity 4: A table in the form of a grid can now be formed

with the set of solutions listed along the left side and the

criteria across the top as shown:

Solutions

1. Learn more about the children

. , .

through inservice. 5 5 5 4 19

2. Take courses on exceptional
children. 2 2 4 5 13

3. Engage in socio-drama techniques. 3 3 3 2 11

4. Leave teaching for other work. 1 1 1 1 4

5. Practice creative problem solving. 4 4 2 3 13

For a set of five possible solutions assign weights of

from 1 to 5 for each of the criteria, with satisfactory

criteria receiving heavier weightings. For example, the

most weight, five, would be assigned if the cost in money

is acceptable, cost in terms of time is satisfa, Iry, if

solution is feasible, and if solution has relevance for the,

problem. The totals column will be found by summing in a

horizontal direction across cTitpria as shown in the grid.

The totals column helps to marrow selection of solutions.

(Relates to objective 4.)
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Activity 5: Select one of your possible solutions for

implementation. After an appropriate length of time

evaluate your solution in terms of whether it is helping

to alleviate the problem you had selected. If not, then

reinitiate the creative problem solving process. (Relates

to objective 5.)

RESOURCES FOR FURTHER STUDY:

Torrance, E. Paul. The Search for Satori & Creativity.
Buffalo, New York: Creative Education Foundation, 1979.
(May be ordered from Creative Synergetic Associates, Ltd.,
4623 - 261st St., Great Neck, NY 11020, single copy $8.95
plus postage.)

Arieti, Sylvano. Creativity: the Magic Synthesis. New York:
Basic Books, 1976.

Osborn, A.F. Applied Imagination. 3rd Edition. New York:
Scribners, 1963.

Parnes, S. j., Noller,
`Action. New York:

R. B., & Biondi, A
Scibners, 1977.

S. J., & Biondi, A
Scribners, 1976.

M.

!M. Guide to Creative

Creative Action-Noller, R. B., Parnes,
book. New York:

EVALUATION ACTIVITIES:

Objective 1: In your role as supervisor of a group of teachers

7 who are now involved in mainstreaming one or more

handicapped students into the regular classroom

you are involved in devbloping creative problem

solving skills. You may or may not believe this to

be a worthwhile venture. If you buy into creative

problem solving as worthwhile, ,;'ou may have to work

with oneor more teachers who do not. In either

case, it is important to be aware of why you or

teachers are not willing to learn this skill. List
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reasons why creative problem solxiing is not

acceptable. Discuss your list with other super-

visors and with teachers. Sift out the reasons,

and list what appears to be the real problem in

selling creative problem solving as a necessary

skill.

Develop a checklist of possible problems that

a supervisor would encounter as he or she attempts

to engage teachers to use CPS as a strategy in

teaching handicapped children in regular class-

rooms. Use this checklist with teachers to help

diagnoe their attitudes toward developing this

skill.

Objective 2: Develop a list of possible solutions for the problem

of engaging teachers in beccming creative problem

solvers.

Objective 3: Categorize the solutions developed in objective 3

according to salient criteria. For example solu-

tions that best resolve attitudinal problems; solu-

tions for teachers who lack knowledge of how to make

instruction more concrete, etc.

Objective 4: Describe to teachers hoiv to form a solution -
.

criteria grid. Then collect grids from several

teachers to determine how well you are describing

this component-of the CPS prcness.

Objective'5: Write a vignette about a child who is mainstreamed

into a teacher's class.- Incorporate a problem situ-

ation. Ask five teachers to read the vignette and
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have them list three problems that they read

into your simulation: one problem from their

point of view; one problem from the handicapped

child's perspective; and one problem from the

perspective of other students in their classroom.

Then guide them through the following steps and

record the process in written form:

a. Identify three real problems from the three

N
vi ewpoints as instructed. Select one of the

problems for solution.

b. Produce alternative solutions to the problem

selected.

c. Select criteria for evaluating the solutions'

d. Weigh the solutions using a criteria-solution

grid.

e. Interview each of the teachers in regard to

their awareness of how they now believe they

can engage in creative problem solving.

A

D
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Module V

Diagnostic Supervision

STRAND: Diagnosing

INTRODUCTION:

Why should system.]evel personnel be concerned with

developing ability to engage in diagnostic teaching? As

supervisors carry on support activities for teachers with

whom they work, they often apply some of the same skills that

effective teachers use with students. One cluster of such

skills involves competence in diagnostic teaching. Reisman

(1978) described diagnostic.te'aching as a five component

cycle including: Identifying, Hypothesizing, Developing

Instructional Goals and Objectives, Implementing the Instruc-

tional Goals, and Evaluating.

The supervisor must identify strengths and weaknesses

concerning his or her own knowledge of teaching students with

special educational need6 and next,be able to identify the

strengths and weaknesses of teachers in their abilities to

,do this. Unless tie supervisor is aware of salient issues

which concern a teacher involved in working with an exceptional

child, he or she is not in a strong position to help. Further-

thore, the supervisor must be aware of resources p) suggest to

the teacher in need of help. Such resources may involve

suggesting relevant readings, providing inservice activities for

teachers, and accummlating instructional materials to facilitate

the teacher's roles.
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The supervisor must generate hypotheses as to possible

causes of teachers' weaknesses in teaching exceptional children

. in .order to formulate goals for alleviating such weakness. The

hypothesizing component of the Diagnostic Teaching Cycle may

need to be directed to the supervisor in some instances to

determine why one's supervisory behavior is not effecting a

change in a teacher's behavior with special educational

needs students.

Next, after problems have been identified, strengths have ....

been pointed out, and weaknesses isolated, hypotheses are

generated to serve as clues for developing solutions for

helping a particular teacher or group of teachers involved

in teaching exceptional students in the regular classroom.

The supervisor must next engage the teachers in goal setting.

The supervisor also must set his or her own goals'for facili-

tating teachers' growth. After the long term goals are set,

they must be analyzed into manageable components and sequenced

according to tteir order of attainment. Each of these goal

components must then be translated into one or more observable

objectives in order for the supervisor to evaluate whether the

teller has developed the needed skill or competence that was

here-to-fore lacking. These goals, goal components, and

observable objectives form the structure of the supervisory

program that the supervisor will engage in wlth the teacher(s).

Finally, the supervisory program that evolved from the

identifying, hypothesizing, and goalifying components of the
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diagnostic teaching cycle is implemented and evaluation

activities ensue.

Evaluation in Reisman's model of diagnostic teaching is

both formative and summative in nature. Formative evaluation

occurs throughout the Diagnostic Teaching Cycle and serves as

ongoing feedback. Summitive evaluation activities are directed

to the effectiveness of,the supervisory program that evolved

from the goals.

GOAL: Demonstrate diagnostic supervisory strategies.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Demonstrate skill in identifying relevant strengths

and weaknesses of teachers engaged in instruction
,

of exceptional children-in the mainstream.

2: DemonStrate ability to hypothesize reasons for teachers'

strengths and weaknesses related to their instruction

of exceptional children in the mainstream.

3. Demonstrate skill in identifying long term goals that

underlie the supervisory activities necessary to
C

help a teacher or group of teachers improve their

competence in mainstreaming.

4. Demonstrate ability to analyze a long t'rm goal

into manageable components and sequence these

component's in an effectiv, supervisory curriculum.

= Demnnstrate abinty to transla,;e a goal compose 1t into

observable objectives in or4er to eva:uate teacher

performanze as well as the effectiveness of tile

supervisory act.Lvities.

-
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6. Demonstrate ability to translate the goals:goal

components, and observable objectives into a super-

visory program.

7. Demonstrate skill in evatdation of the effectiveness

of the supervisory activities directed to facilita-

ting teachers' abilities related to teaching exceptional

students in the mainstream.

8. Demonstrate skill in applying the diagnostic teaching

cycle model to one's own supervisory effectiveness.

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES:

Activity 1: Observations.

Identify a student who receives instruction both in a

resource room and in a regular classroom for portions cf the day.

List instructional techniques that are unique to'the resource

teacher that you do not observe in tie regulaA' classroom situation.

Do the same for the regular clasToom; list instructional tech-

niques employed with the studert that are unique to the regular

classroom environment. Meet with both of the teachers (Jo-
,

served and ask each to explain whether or not the instructional

procedures used in one instructional environment might be

generalized to the other. Ibis discussion should help the

supervisor and the two teachers become aware of problems in-
,

volved in applying resource room techniques to mainstreaming

situations,and vice versa. Repeat with other exceptional

students and their' teachers. (Relates to all objectives.)



Activity 2: Observation's.

O

: .5 .

° Identify a regular classroom teacher Who has made it .

, .

known that he or she vpry_semlfortable with the,cOncept f
. ,

., .

of mainstreaming. ObServe this teacher's behaVior during' main-

v

.-

streampg-activ..ties. Repeat' with, other teachers who Are com-
i

-- fortaple with mainstreaming. (Relates to objectives-1,2,7.) .,,,

,

. ,

4. . (
. ,

N -List 5 '
t.

common to all.behaviors, .,
. .

,

f
Activity 3: Observations.

/ ,,/'

Iplentify.a regular classroom teacherwho has made it

,
.

known that or she .feels very uncomfortable with the concept
. . . .

of mainstreaming. 'Observe the 'teacher's behavior during main-

.

streaming-activities. Repeat with other. 'teacher0" who are un-,

,
comfortable with. mainstreaming. List 5 behgviors commdarto

4 .

all. (Relates to/objectives 1,27,7).,,,

Ativity 4:

,

,.., Develop criteria for identifying strengths and weaknesses.
. ,.

v
. \ .4

Utilizing the,data.from activities two and three above, list
,..

. . i e , s
.

.
behavior observed under the two Conditions; comfortable and

. ..

uncpmfox.tablewith mainstreaming. Confer with a wide variety
..i.

., .
.

of teachers '.-:.- at all relevant grade levels, re,gular class-
dir

,:rodm, and resource --, and obtain a consensus.of which of.

.

the.O'rlteria developed front observational 15idts the teachers
s, . ..

:believd4.to be most sAlient for purposes of identifying theii,.
. I .

0
.

strengths and weaknesses as they work with exceptional Children

v;4

in the mainstreaming. (Relates to objectives1,2,7,8).-

. X

A

it /*



Activity 5: Read.
, .

k

.
,

Reisman, Fredrick ,K. ,-A Guide'tothe Diagnostic Teaching ,t
to of Arithmetic. olumbus,-Ohio: Merrill

Publasing Comp ny,..1978, Chapter One.

4

List other readings on diagnosing strengths and weaknesses.
. .:

/,

As.a result of these readings develop a list of,hy'pothesesrfhat
, 4. .

may be used to explain teachers' strengths and weaknesses asthey

--4dare ehgaged.in teaching exceptional students in the regular class-,

room. (Relates to objectives 1,2,3,7,8).

Activjty6: Tvaluating..s-

-Administer appropriate -instruments to evalUate teachers'

attitudes toward mai4streamed students. A suggested approach is
,

,

.
. describe& in the 5,1lowing"sources: -

.q> Reisman, Fredricka K. A Guide to the Diagnostic" Teaching
ofelrithmetic. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Meri4ll, 1978.

Reisman, Fredricka K. Diagnostic Teaching in Elementary
School Mathematics. Skokie, Rand McNally

'publishing Company, 1977; Chapter FiVe. (Relates to
objectives 1,2,3).

RESOURCES FOR FURVIER' STUbY:
.

Read for Activity 5:
1

Blake, Kathryn A. Teaching the Retarded, Eng ewood Cliffs,
- New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1974, Chapters Elyven,

and Twelve.
.

Clarizio, 41.F. and McCoy, G.F. Behavior Disorders in
Children. N.Y.:,Thomas X. Crowell Co., 1970, Chapter
Twelve.'

Hallahatt, D.P. and KaUffman, J.M7 Exceptional. Children.
`Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:- Prentice-Hall, 1978,

(In each chapter read the section entitled': ,"Educational
Considerations for the (category of exceptionality)".

. '

HeWett, F. M. and Fornessi S.R. Education of Exceptional`
Learners. Boston: ,Allyn and Bacon, Inc.; 1977, Chapters
Ten; Eleven, Twelve, ThiTtpen Fourteen,tand Fifteen. ti
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. Hobbs; Nidholas. Th,Futures of Children. San Francisco,.
California: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1.970% Chapter Three.

Hogan, John C. ..The.School, The Courts- and the Public
Interest. Lexington.. Massachusetts: TD. C. Heath and
Company, 1974, Chapter Five. /

.

needier, R. D. and Tarver, S..G. Changing Perspectives
in Special Edutation. .Columbus, Ohio:" Charles E.
Publishing Company, 1977, Part 3'.

Morse, IV: C., Newman,' -R. G. Conflict in. the
Classroom: 'rho Fducation of Emotionally Disturbed Children

: Beimont,,California. WadSWorth Publishing Co., Inc., 1976;
Chapters acrd Six. D.

. . .

Meyen, E. L. Vergason, G. A., Whelan, R. J. InstrucMional
,

A Planning fdr Excep.tionalChildren. .DenveriColoradd:
.

,Love Publishing Company, 1979, Part 1.- Assessment, pp. 3-137.
.

i
1

.. ..

Meyen," Edward L. Exceptional Children and Youth. Denver,
f Colorado: Love Publishing Company, 1978, Chapter'Three.

., . s, .
.

. Moran, M. R. Assessment of the Exceptional Learner in
the RegularlklaSsroOm. Denver, Colorado: Love Publishing
Company, 19 7V Chapter Two.

. .,s., .
Pas'anelia, A: :4. and golkMor,,.C, B. Cpming.Back... Or

-.Never Leaving. ,:olumbus,'Ohio: Charles E. Mprrill
TublisHing ComPany,,,%'1977,.Chapter,Three.'.

"z C

Reynolds, M.'b:'and Birch, J. W. TeachingExcepionad
-Children in Ail gmerd.c'a's Schools. Reston, Virginia:. The.
..Coundilfor Exceptional Children, 1977 Chapter Three.

Read for Activity 6: r

e

. .

-Neyen, E. .L., Verga*h,
-
G. A. ,.,Whelan, R, J. Instructional

.Planning for Exceptional Children. Denver, Colorado: p Love
Publishing Company;, 1979, ParY-3'- EvaLuation, pp -. 349 -468.

.

iPasanelia, A. .L. and .V.elkmor:. C. B. Coming Back ...Or
.

Never Leavibg' 4Coldmbu8, Charles' E. Merrill" Publishing
Company, 1977, Chapter Pour.

4.
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ETALUATiON ACTIVITIES :a
a

S,

..,

8

Objectives 1:
. ,

... / -
. .

. 0,

t, A *,
Develop a checklist for bservjng strengths and weaknesses

. ....
1

.

of teachers as they axe engaged,in.teaching one or
.

more special
,

,
; ,. .'. , 4 ; .

' heeds students. -Ask teacher's under your supervision 6 state

:their' agreement or disaefbement with items ,on the cneckaist'..

Criteria" for judging items include: relevance to taskj.con-
.

.sidez4fion of present level of competence of those to be judged,
0

.

ice. Tairfiess.Criteripn; agreement or consensus as.to importance
1

. . ..1 . . .
of item contents to task; and satisfactory level of objectivity

. ,

.

.
,..

d allowed for by the items; lc , .

_

0 .

,.

Objective 2:.
, -

. -6

;
:_ .

* .
.

.Aftei- obserwtions of five teachers, discuss with them the
. A '

hypotheses generated. Judge hypotheses foreacCuraCysby, "
- A

6

"degree'oi agreement by teachers, involved.
.

. -

,4

z

N.

0

O

Objecfes 3, 4; 5; 6; O

. , . ,

Work with a teacher whb is demonstrating low level '

. $

Competence in instruction.. of special needs students todevelop
. . 4

three goals,. 3 components of.eAch of these gOals, and 3 ob-

servable objeetivesforeach,of the broad goals. Help this

. t eacher orm a Self-help program !or'strengthening-hisoor her

instruction of.inisstudent or group of students.

7.

If
l . .

Objective 7; 7- /.

4

-
.

. ..

7-

.

.

Evaluate the program'developed in the ..premAons activity

according to the following criteria:

a. Are the goals feasible given tme and fiscal condi-
tions?

b. .Are the necessary supports for the teacher available?.
c: Does the teacher bily.into the Rlan?

e.

00 .

ti

4

r

I

AIM
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I

Obj'ective 8:

Write all autobiography entitled, "My Growth. as a Suiier-
..

visor of Teachers Who Are Mainstreaming Handicapped Children".
'

Develop Ihis'essay along the compohents 'of.Reisman's Diganostic,.
4

°Teacping Cycle. Include your awareness of how you
w

wibetteti.
.

i.dentifyl)trengths and,weakr
.

esses in yourself.as a,supervis ori
r "k4

of teachers involved in mainstreaming. List and disjUss

4--
. theges as to why you believe this groWth has.comd about. Discuss

thd goals you shad set for yourself during progress through' thig
.

module. Tell -whT'you seledted the'goals you chose and evaluate'
' .

thdM'a'stdItheir importance in helpink ydu,groW: Describe huir

t.you implemented your goals and objectives.. Finally, evaluate

where youare,npsy. in Tour supervisory competence and list goals:.
4 f

you still wish to accomplish. .

o

fa

. . i - O , I s.?
.

. .. t /
---A. ,

. , , , ,.. I

a.

.

.

A

I

a.

-t

fl

.1 01

v
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MODULE VI' .

Seirve as a membr-,ofitan-JEP Team,

I
STRAND: Bridging

INTRODpCTION: 1

-.A major requirement%for the eduCation of exceptional

`ch'ildren in both federal and state an indi!vidually apprd-

priate education program. Consideratidn-df this requirement has
)

resulted in concern and varied, approaches to concept and imple-

mentation., . In,actuality:the baSiN for awinaiqdualized appro-

liiite education Program within the-ferM.eqnal education.

1. opportunity to achieve at 'one'sopportunity, eq
. .

. .
. .. ,

optimum through educational provisionejcurriculum, methods,
...., -

.
A...

..

.., .

renvironments) appoPriate to one's pefformance capabilities. ThiS .

is no more and no less than, that on which ducat,iondfor the non-
.

. .-

.handicapped' is purported' to be based. Learnings are selected for
. ..

.
.

the noprhandicapped on the basis of some value to, the student for
. , . .,

.
.

development and performance; they are selquerigednd paced at
.

tructiqn is prol;idedappropriate developmental leVels; and,ip

within
0-

structures.and.constraints most c
e

onducive to learning.
.

Be definition, exceptional p,tudents are those who.differ- 3()
"flf

. .% .

significantly in one or more developmental or performance areas
,,. .

-that usualeducational.provisions (curriculum., md,thods, environ-

ments)" as developed, for the non-llandixapped are inappropriate to
.

.

. -

.providean optimum education'. It does not.mean,they have to be

taught'individually. 'It does not mean different learnings must

-be selected. 'It does not theA differeni methods-muct be used.

4
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It does not Prescribe specific educ. iopal placements., It does

say the education must be meaningful to theLndividual child.

This module prolltdes a base for deveaopingccirig educa-
.

.

tion,for'pp.rticipatiffg in the planning of-individually appropriate

. .

..-

b

education programs through knowledges and processes required.
, )

GOAL: o generate processes for meeting continul. t education .

_ '

r

..

2) /equirements, of PL:94-14 for developing s hbol system
. ,

.

s policies and procedures fbr participating in planning .-

. ' .,
c:.

individually appropriate-education.programs.
.

,OBJECTIVES': .
.

., .

. .7, t , ..

I': 'Identify he specific 'Purpose of an inglividua; appro-
.-

priate education.program.
.

. , '

2. Identify,what is required by"federaliarid state' laws

.
. in inqividual,appropriate education prOITams.

A

3.,
A

Idefftity prvess'es involved in participating in

limdAvidual 'appropriate 'eduqAtion programs.

4. Participate in planning an indivildual Appropriat&

.

,
...

education program.
0 ': f

5. -.Participate itC.activ_ities .leading to 9,0 development
A , 4 4:4

of 4o ntiiuiig.edtcation program.pertaining toy

- . .

individual approprt iqe,educati1 onprograms:
.

P,

ACTIVITIES: 1/ .
. .

\ .,

e. Discuss the meaning of ,an "individual appropriate eduo.a-

.
, . .

).
- . .

. tion program". *Outline the,ipecific processes required

. .

by law. .

.,p -4
4

. .

. .

.
.

'Rea4: .Turnbull, H. R. and Turnbull, A. Free,Appropriate
4 .4- Education: Law and Implen)ehtation.

.

Denver: LOve
,

Publishing 1:5-., 1978. Chapter 5, ``,

11 04

4

4

O

.
:0
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.

. Relate federal requirements to .t,ate of Gear.gim-apd

, .

local plans.

Reath:. Georgia.pec41 Education Annual Program Plan.

-Y9ur. School Distfict Annual Program Plan for
-

Speclal Education.

3.Use communication interaction processes 4equired in

--p articipating in planning individual appropriate

4

educhtion prograMs.
. : b °V . Lecture .

,.

.. t
.7, .Discussion a' G.

,..

sVignette

To 'the instructor:
.

As'appropfiiate.io the'lei'Tel/s of, the students taugh4t
. .

.

N.

by teachers, e.g. early childhood, middle, or secondary

school, supervised ised by those participating in this module,
1

prepare a%descripti-Ve vignette 8"f agstUdent. Include such
.

0

Anformation as background informatione descriptions'of .

interactive-behaviors, behaviors in instructional and non-
, .

. instructional s4.tuationo in the,scifool,-$ehavicirs with

'peers'arid adults, adhievement.performance in, reference to,,

content areas and instrUctionalmodaliti s used, and Other.

such information as wduld relate io t 'child's performance',
/

-I in school. It should be prepared ,in such,a manner that the

use of observation, making Inferences, And drawing 'conclu-

sionb m be maire-clear for use' in preparing -an IEP.
..

% ),
.

4. Serve as Members of an'IEP planning team.: Oh basis
. .

.

'1

o

of previous information:- .

... . . '

,

A. discuss itignette . .
.

. a,
b. generate additional information needed .

It ,,* Q. plan an inUiiiidual! a rop;iate echication program -
.

5

. . l'
,

. ,.,I 0 , 105 .0
1
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.

.

.
-

Ow basis of preceding "activities and text reading,.. t.

, .

.." olatline a plan for'presentng a continuing educatLill-- ,

. .
.

.

4

$ 0
program ion this

Refer Turnbuld gnd,TUibbAl, Chapter 5.

.

I

4

,T r'

r. W.

;
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AN INSTRUCTIONAL.MODEL,FOR TRAINING.LEA SUPERVISORS
.

40 ASSIST IN TRAINING TEACHERS

IN BEST PRACTICES AND-EXEMPLARY MODELS

FOR I

EDUCATING HANDICAPPED STUDENTS
t.

IN THE .

- LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT

O,DUtE VII
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RESOURCE --"

CENTER

AUBURN UNIVERSITY AT MONTGOMERY
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O S
STRAND: Bridging

/4/

\ 44LE VII

Continuing Education

A

-

fl

/
INTRODUCTION:

. . . .

,..-1 The Education for All Handicapped ChiPdren's Act (PL 94-142)
A. , .. . .,. .

.
. , l'i

an d The Special Education Provisions of the Adequate Program for
,

Education in Georgia (Secti6n0, Chapter 32-A) havp required
k.)

significant modification in the approach to the education of
11.

exceptional children. Throukh the laws and regulations: some
.

o' '.

- procedures are clearly specified while others are. more' generally

P. stated, permi1tting flekibilityfer local education. agencies in
f

Meeting these requirements.' -.
.. .

'
6

A.
**'

, QudstionS pertaining 'to the implementation:of these programs4

ei
0

have prevailed since their inceptiOn; 'Often phrased in concern
.

. ..

,:**add'frutration. This Wad almost to be expected. Involved in-.f,,- 3. .
.. .

the implementation, and those upon whom the major input resulted,
,

. were general edu9 tors. Progi.ammatic activi ies required:' specific
4 s4

/,,-, knowledge of bot w and special eduCation an hough many
, . ,.

general educators hadsomedknowledge in these area , it was insuf-
...J... . -.

.

. x
ficient to respondo the very specificity. required. larly,

.

. though Special educators knew exceptional childi.enqhey did not
- 1-..- Y 1 .

have sufficient knowledge pertaining'to the generaleducationtor
....

i
,

the.14w. .

.

4
. !

.

As an Intedral.patt of the model posed by. Reisipan-Shotidkf,
... . .,

of which this module is one aspect in its application to education
,.. /

. -

..superyisdrs, thr.first elemlt is an 'effective knowledge-base. '.
, ,

.
,- :. .; 4. _, ---7 -

In 'this "module ,t1392knOWledkr:Aase refers to content: laW,,,'
__---yr,

/
, I

t ./1 / , . L., '.

,

.",

.
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education, and special education; and process,how to disseminate

this knowledge. The module also provides for participating in

knowledge dissemination thus involving another element of the

model -= bridging..

GOAL: To develop a continuing education program for administra-

tive, teaching, and other personnel within the schools

and interested non-schoo personnel within the school

district regarding clarification of legal issues and

'educational provisions pertaining to,the education of

exceptional children and youth.

9 4,- OBJECTIVES:
.

1. Determine knowledge need base of administrative super-
.

visdry, and teaching personnel in the school system and

interested non- school personnel (parents, assisting
a

agency persons,-interested citizens). - Identify resources

needed by the system to carry-gut a Continuing education

prograM.

2. Give evidence othaving a knowledge base concerning fund-

amental provisions of federal and state laws and regulat,._

tions pertaining to the education of exceptional children

and resources which provide nformation pertaining to

these issues:

a. Legal specification of who is to be educated and

proc'esses for locating these students.

- b. Testing and classification practices.

c. `Individualized and appropriate education programs:

/1

109
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hOw they are planned, personnel involved, what

is inpluded:

d. 'least restrictive appropriate educational placement.

e. Procedural due process.

Shared decision making.

3. Determine the present status of educating exceptional

students4iri the school system involved including existing

programs, 'shared 'sepxide programs., programs not provided;

options available under what conditions and constraints ;

(space, personne141 funds, resources). J 4
1

4. Plan a program of.continuing education.

. ACTIVITIES:

1. Special Education, the law and your school system.

Suivey your school sstem. What are the-attitAbs of
4

general and special educators toward the education of excep-

tional students? 'What do they identify as appropriate educa-

tion for them? Where do they feel this education shou10take

place? Who should participate in providing the education?

What questions do they ask? What complaints do they mike

(have)? What do they think about PL 94-.142? How do'they

feel about taking a Mandattry coarse on exceptional students?

,Identify in your schoof'system the persons that have

demonstrated knowledge specific to the intent and application

ok PL 94-142 mid Georgia Code 32-A. Identify personnel, read-

ing material, media, and other instructional resources in

your school system or available to your school system to pro-
A

.

vide educational services to teachers and others regarding

PL 94-142 and Georgia Code 32-A.

110
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Descilibe the programs of continuing education in your

school system concerning the-education of
I

exceptional
--

students, PL 9.4 -142, and Georgia Code 327A.

/Summr1Ze the needs of yopt. school sygtem"or needs

within your, school systefn, regarding*"legal issues and
4

educational provisions pertaining to the education of excep-
.

tional children and youth".

- Read:

S

SpeciaV Education Regulations and Procedures, Chaptei 327A,

Sections, 5; 9, 25, 26, and 38'.

Tufnbull, H. St.. and Turnbulr, A. .Free Appropriate Education:

Law and Implementation. Denver: Love Publishing Co., 1978.
..-

Chapter 2,'

,Georgia Special Education Annual Program Plan, Preamble - p. 25.`

Your School District Annual Program Plan for Special Education.
#

Sd

2. Who is to be'educated?,

Zero reject - what does it mean?

What ages are included?

What does appropriate education mean?

What is total exclusion? Functional exclusion?

. What does segregation mean in sReCial education?

What are the responsibilities of the local education agencies? .

-

Whatis What*does it mean? What are proceduresP..
fox it?

.111

Where is your dthool system? .

Read: -

I.
'Turnbull and Turnbull,-Chapter 3

cl

.a

Special Education:Reultions and Procedures, pp. 23-58.

111
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4eorgia peci'al Education Annual Program Plan,pp.26-40;

153-167.

Your
0
School DietrictAnnual Program Plan for Special Education.

i5

3. Classifying Students

4

Classifying students in general education; tracking
'?)*

studen-5s: for what purposes? How accomplished?' What results

and reactions have been 'evident? What legal actions have.

.occurred? Compare classifying students in general education

with students in special education.'

,What ie claisifying in special education? Why issit

necessary or considered necessary? What concerns have been

expressed concerning dlassiyying? Howsis it accomplished?.

-What is testing? How does it relate to classifying? What

.

On what.6asis is classifying students accepted in legal ac-
.

. tions? On what-basis are they not accepted? What Dgrticipa-
(

tions of school and related perSonnel, students, and parents
. ° c,

. .

0 .
-..

or advocates are required? What are the needs pertaining to

these issues in your school syetem?', _

Concerns have.been expressed concerning classifying-procelFre0
. .

.

Read: .

e.

Turnbull gi'TUrnbull, Chapter 4

Special Education Regulations'.and Procedures, p. 3 (la apd lb)

,Georgia'Spebial EdUdation and Annual. Program Plan, pp. 32-34..

'Your School District Annual Program Plan for Special Education.

4: An individualized and appropriate education program.

What is an individualized and appropriate education

program? Why is it required for'handicappecrstudents?* When

112
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r

6 .

is it planned? Him is it planned? 'no issinvolvA What

.is included? ffo"w is,placemeni determined? When is placement

°. , 'determined?.

Recall:" frdin Module

What processes. are followed in your school system?,KAre addi=

or,c4anges necessary? How may they be acconiplishecp.

5. Least restrictive /appropriate educational environmept.

Reeallsfedera and state laws.
4

Recall who to ljb. educated,.. '
.

: .
. .

-Recall class' ying-procedur s v
(

-. ..

`Recall an indiVidual and a,3propriate education program.

Under what conditiotis can this student le'arn most effectively?

A
,Within,the needs orthe student and.,the structures Of the law,

..,

..

locate aplacement within the school systeth,.create a plice-
1, . L.

mentw.ithin the sdho8i system, or place the student in.a_situi.-

tion remOved'from the school system.

Read:'.
o

Turnbull and Turnbull,,Chapter 6
0

4,

Georgia Special- Education Annual Program Plan.-

.

Your School District'Annuhl Program Plan for Special Education.

-e*

6. Trocedural dui process.

Equal opportunity under the law.

Denial of eqUal opportunity under the law. ti

,Notificition vf persons,

Hearing processes.

Records -P'confidentiility, access to, correction.of.

.113
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Read:*.

Turnbull'a!nd.Turnbull, Chapter 7 4,

Special Education Regulations and Procedures; pp. l-13''
,41

Your School District Amnual Program Plan for Special Education

View:, -

.f
How a Procedural .Safeguard 1iearing Works

/
7. 'Shared decisionMakink

-Recall: °

An individualized and-appropriate education rogram.,
.

. ,
Least-restrictive appropriate educational environment.

Procedural due 'process,

'Consider:

. Schools-- speCial and regular

'Educators - teachers and administrators related service.

p 'rsonne1 students

P rents.,

Advocates

ad:

Wirnbul and Turnbull,

-6. Continuing activity,

Chapter 8

culminating activity] and' an eyaluation

0 activity. As you proceed through this module identify status

andneeds withinyour'sclool system. Consider alternatives

meeting,. th needs and establish recommendations for pro-

ceeding/to "provide A continuing educatiOn prograni regarding'

clarification or legal issues and educational provisions pert

taining'to trie education of exceptional children and'youth".
. ,

114
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